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ABSTRACT 

A study is made of the use of pairs of semiconductor detectors 

operated in coincidence for short nuclear half-life measurements. 

The factors affecting the energy I'esolution obtainable from such 

detectors is discussed. The pulse shapes delivered by surface 

barrier and lithium drifted planar detectors is considered with 

regard to their effect on the time resolution. The problems 

associated with deriving a timing signal are also discussed. A 

delayed coincidence system is set up and the apparatus described. 

The performance of a Ge(Li) - surface barrier system is investigated 

and the half-lives of the 59.6 keV state in Np-237 and the 86.5 keV 

state in Pa-233 remeasured"to be (68.5 ± 0.4) ns and (37.7 ± 0.2) DS 

respectively. A similer investigation is also undertaken using 

'a pair of 8i(Li) beta particle detectors. The results obtained 

and the limitations of the present approach are critically discussed. 
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1. IUTRDDUCTION 

The experimental measurement of the half-lives of excited 

nuclear states provides valuable infor.Dation which may be used 

to verify the predictions of nuclear models through comparison 

of experimentally and th30retically derived tr~~sition prob

abilities. Various experimental techniques are available for 

extracting the half-life depending on its magnitude and the 

energies of the radiations involved (SC~vAP~SCPJLD and WARBURTON 

1968) • 

A technique which has been in use for msny years, and 

which was used in this work, is the delayed coincidence method. 

This method involves determining the time of formation and 

decay of the excited state under consideration by detecting 

the radiation populating and depopulatlng that state. One 

of the first uses of the technique was by JACOBSB~ (1934) who 

made Usa of t'tlO moving iron oscillographs. More conventional 

measuring instruments were introducedL~ 1943 with the use of 

pairs of. Geiger counters (JACOBSEN and SIGURGEIRSSON 1943). 

Th3se enabled D. resolving time of 75)As to be scbievEld. Major 

progress in the field was made with the introduction of the 

scintillation counter in the early 19505 follo~~ing the first 

application of the photo~ultipller tuba to the detection of 

the light flashes by Curran and Baker in 1944. P.J1other 

important contributory factor was the discovery of fast organic 
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scintillators such as anthracene and stilbene ~'h1ch enabled much 

shorter resolving times to be attained « 1 ns) end hence allo'Ned 

the measurement of considerably shorter half-lives. Further, 

though not nearly so dra::latic progress in r~ducing the 10"ler 

limit on half-lives measurabln with the scintillation counter . 

in photomultipliers, scintillators and the associa.ted electronics 

and this has helped to maintain this device &5 the most widely 

used detector for delayed coincidence measurements •. 

A possible rivu to t!le scintillation counter for delayed 

coincidence measurements is the semiconductor detector. Such 

detectors offer a fast response and an energy resolution at 

least an order of magnitude better than, that obtainable from 

the scintillation counter (unless cOwbllled ~ith some form of 

magnetic spectrometer). Studies had been made on the effects 

of nuclear radiation on crystals in the 1930s but it was not 

until 1949 (MACKAY 1949) that a semiconductor detector basically 

similar ~o those in use today was developed. It was a reverse 

biased germanium point contact diode and was used to detect 

alpha particles. In the following decade many P-N junction 

and surface barrier detectors were COllstructed using both 

silicon and germanium and their characteristics investigated 

(OR'WI et al 1950, l·lACKAY 1951, MAYER and GOSSICK 1956, 

DAVIS 1958, l1AYER 1959, l>1cKENZIE and ERO:1LEY 1959). The first 
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1ithi~ drifted detector was constructed in 1960 (PELL 1960) 

and pioneered the way to the develop:nent of large VOlu:lle sil1co11 

and germani~~ detectors. The latter devices have now replaced 

the scjntl1lation counter in many applications. During the 

past decade steady progress has been made in improving the 

energy resolution and efficiency (for ga$Ja rays) obtainable 

from semiconductor detector systems. 

In view ot the fast response and excellent energy 

resolution obtainable from semiconductor detectors it appeared 

that a study of the feasability of their use in delayed 

coincidence msasure;nents would be valuable. This work sets 

out to investigate this possibility when using pairs of 

semiconductor detectors operated in coincidence to deter~ir.e 

short nuclear half-lives. 
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2. THE S:"~-lIC'J:m~CT8R n:;:TSCTClR 

2.1. INTmnUCTION 

Se~iconductor nuclear radiation detectors r~vo co~~ into 

. widespread use ,in recent years for detection end high re30luticn 

spectroscopy of both directly Cll1 indirectly ionising rc.diatic,n. 

These detectors may be reearded as the solid state analogue of 

the gaseous ionisation chamber. The incident racli.€.tion is 

wholly or ouly partially absorbl')d in the detector materia.l ( a 

semiconductor) with the consequent release of electron-hole pairs. 

These chargo carriers are collected by an applied electric field 

across the counter. Tha amplitude of the resulting output 

signal, whether in pulse or current forw, i~ proportional to the 

enercr deposited in the detector by the inci.:l8nt re:.d.i(;.tion l-;r.ilst 

the temporal position of the signal is related to the time of 

arrivnl of the incident radiation. 

Ini tinlly detectors were made in the form of hor.l0geneous 

conduction counters but these devices h~d very poor enercy 

resolution and have found little or no use as spectrom~t~rs. 

Three main classes of semiconductor detector are currently 

produced, n8!:lely, P-N junction, SUl"fl'..cO barrier and littilXa 

drifted typ~3. The fcbricaticn tectnique and principle of op

eration of these detector types Lre discussed fully in the liter

ature (for exa;nple BERTOLD;I and COCI!E 1?68). 
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Silicon end gor.llaniu;ll ure the only t....,o fe:dco:d.ucting 

materials currently beine used for high resolution detectors. 

This is, in part, a result of the large B..'!lount of r€>ses.rch and 

devclop:nent work already carried out on these materie.ls 'b:, t.he 

electronics industry which has led to the production of silicon 

and germaniu.';l crystals with purities several orders of ma[;Ilitude 

better than crystals of other materials. Further, the ener~v 

band gap in silicon and germanium is small and the carrier ~obility 

in these materials is hiGh. 

Germuli~ cetectors are particularily suitable for use with 

gamma rays on account of the comparitively high ato~ic n~~ber 

of germanium whilst silicon detectors are generally used for the 

detectloll of charged particles such as electrons, protons, alpha 

particles etc and also for the detection of low energy X-rays. 

Germaniun detectors have the advantage of a higher dCLsity and 

therefore higher stopping power for charbed particles than those 

made from silicon but have the large disadvantage that they must 

be operated" c..t 10'''' temperatures (77 OK) if good resolution is 

required. 

The main advantage of these devices over other similar 

detectors lies in their high energy resolution. This is the 

result of the low energy, about 3 eV, required to produce an 

ion pair. Thi3 mcy be compared with about :P eV for s go.~~us 
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ionisation chaulber nnd ':00 eV for n ccintillo.tion CO'1Tltor ( !\E:.(Tl) ). . ~ 

Other advuntq;eol;s properties are short output risetirnes, high 

detector material density and good linearity. 

In this section such fa.ctors a.s incomplete charge collection, 

statistics of char~e production, detector and aoplifier noise, 

variations in charge collection tines and windO\i thickness are 

brieny considered with regard to their effect on the enC:'(;f 

resolution obtainable from semiconductor detectors. 

2.2.1. Charge Co~]~~tion 

An ionlsir.g particle losing all its energ'J E in the dotector 

depletion region will create ~/w electron-hole pairs, whero w is the 

average energy to create a pair. If 1 is the charge collection 

e fficiellcy th(;n the charge Q collected on the electrodes is 

Q =. Ee"l /w (2.2.1.) 

where e is the charge on the electron. The corresponding volt~ge 

pulse has e~plltude v given by 

where C is the cspaci tance of the detector. J.~~urlinb '1 e':'cd w to 

be independent of the energy E, then the output pulse runpli tude v 



-' 

is directly proportional to E. This line&r l'elationst.ip has been 

verified by a large number of experi=ents over a wide range of 

energies for both particles Uld photons (I-:ILLHAS 1964 for exa:nple). 

Trapping (lnd reco:nblnation are the two inlPOrtUlt prOC€f;SeS 

responsible for inefficient charge collection ( 1 less thun 1) both 

usually occurring because of defects and or impurities in the 

se~iconductor crystal. 

Trapping, applying to both holes and electrons, involves the 

holding of a charge carrier at a trapping centre (~rystal imperfection). 

The carrier may be subsequently released by theme1 excitation. If 

the trapping is short term (trapping tiille less tt .. an collection ti:rle 

of carrier) tf-€n the carrier, after its release ".'ill again ccntribut~ 

to the output Signal, but if the trapping ti:ne is long co:npared \-rith 

the clipping t~e used in the subsequent electronics, then the 

released carriers will not contribute. TrappL~g is particularly 

important in detectors having large depletion depths because of 

the long pe.th taken by the carrier before collection. Further, 

operating the detector at low te:nperatures ~ay increase tra~ping 

since th~ cc..rr:!.3rs are releasej fro!:! the tra.ps· by ther:nal excitation. 

In recombination.an i~purity centra captures first one charg~ 

carrier and then a second carrier of opposite sign before the first 

is released so that both a.re El..'mihilated and no longer contrIbute to 

the output signal. Recombination is thus most important at the 
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beginning of the charge collection proces3 ~·!hen carriers of both 

signs exist in close proximity after their creation by the in~ident 

radiation. This is particularly true for heavily ionising incident 

radiations (eg alpha. particles) ·,.;here the initial density of rcleas3d 

electrons ruld holes is very high. 

Importa..'lt consequences of inco!llplete charge collection are 

output pulses of diminished ~~plltude, large dependence of output 

pulse amplitude on applied reverse bias and loss of resolution due 

to non-unifor~ charge collection. Both trapping and reco~bj~aticn 

effects can be reduced by increasing the applied electric field 

strength but not beyond. the point 1'lhere the leakage curr.;-:nt becoraes 

significant. 

2.2.2. Stati.stic3 of Charge Productbn 
~. -

The upper limit for the resolution of se~iconductor jetector3 

is set by fluctuations in the n~nber of electron-hole. pairs produced 

by incident ionising radiation of a given energy. 

If N is the number of electron-hole pairs created wr~e!l a. quantity 

of energy E is deposited in the datector by an' :incident chc.rged 

particle or photon, then there 1vould be no fluctuations in N for a 

mono-en9!'getic incident bea:n of radiation provided all the absorbed 

energy ·were converted. into ionisation. But if the probability of 

e.n ionising event is s:na11 co:npared with alterr:o.tive ways of 

dissipating the energy I such as heating of the Cl""lstal ll..ttice, then 
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the n'lctU.3tions in N ',;auld follo''''' a PoiS30n distributio::1 with 

r.r:l.s. fiuctu.:l.tion jN and full 'tJidth a.t half :l:lximu;~ (f.w.h.;a.) 

of 2.35JN. In silicon, for ex~u~leJ the b~~d gap is nbout 1.1 aV 

whereas the average energy (w) to cre.:l.t~ an electron-hole p~ir is 

about 3.6 eV. Thus silicon (and germaniu.ll also) fa1lo bebJeen the 

abova two extre~es. 

The observed f.w.h.o. is given by 

2.35)Fi = 2.35Jr ~ 
or in terJls of energy 

r-

2.35~FE:w eV 

where F is the Fano factor. This factor '\"~3 introduce:i by FkNO 

(1947) in a study of tho statistics of ion pair fOTm£tion in gaseous 

detectors. Theoretical calculatlons of F for silicon Uld geriilaniU'l 

have been perfo~ed by ALKHAZOV (1967) and V~l fwOSBROECK (1965). 

Experimentally deter~ined values of F for silicon have yielded values 

less than 0.2 for electrons and between 0.1 ~d 0.5 for heavy charg~d 

particles. In germaniuu values le~3 than 0.1 for g~~n~ rays have 

b9cn obtaiIl:ed. Figure 2.2.(a) gives the peaJ.~ broadening due to 

electronic collisions in silicon and s;erillanium r:s a funct.ion of energy 

for different values of the Fano f:lctor (after BERTOLINI and COCHE 1968). 

When considering heavy charged particles (e.g. alpha particle~) 

an additional contribution t-:> the fluctuation in N ,lIay result from 

nuclear collisions. This is an alternative energy loss mechs.nis!!l 

to ionisation s.nd becomes important nes.r tho end of the rUlgo of the 
, 
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particle. . It has been 8stiOlated (LINDlliI.RD and N IELSO~l 1962) that 

nuclear collisions contr i bute about 6 keV to t he f.w.h.r:l. for 6 HeV 

alpha particles . The correspondin g figure c al(~ated for electronic 

stopping using the above formula is 6 keV for 6 MeV alpha. particles 

stopped in a silicon det~ ctor assu:uin g F i s 0.3. Thus t he calculate 

f.w.h.c. is 8.4 keV for electro~ic and nuclear s t opping combined • 

.1 . 2 .3 .5 1 2 3 5 81) 
Enf'rgy [M('vl -

~igure 2.2.(a) Peak broadening due to electronic collisions in 
silicon and germaniun, as a function of energy for different 
values of the Fano factor . (~ERTQINI ~ COCl-tE I q 68). 

2.2.3. Detector Noise 

This noi39 source arises from fluctuations in the detector 

leakage current (the current flmling betvreen the detector electrodes 

when reverse biased). Such noise will be superimposed upon the 

wanted signal from the detector, producing a spread in output pulse 
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amplitude and l:ence 1053 of resolution. 

The total leakage current is a co;nbin.::..tioll of bulk leMage 

current, a.risinc; fro:.1 the ther.lal Generation of electr:m-hole pairs 

in the depletion re cian, end surface leakuGe current. Bulk let<:wgc 

currents can be grea.tly reduced by cooling the detector, this beinG 

essential for ger:naniu:n detectors. To achieve low surface lec.kage 

currents so:ne sort of surface protection must be used a.fter ID!lIlufact.u.re. 

Guard ring structuras have also been used to reduce the effect of these 

surface currents (GOU:.nH1G cnd HA!l.3Etl 1961). 

2.2.4. A.:nplifier Noise 

The output pulses from semiconductor detectors are typically 

only a few mV jn amplitude and so:ne for.n of a:nplification is necessary 

to bring this up to a level suita.ble for operating the data analy.sin~ 

systems. Very often t"10 separate a:nplifiers are used, a pre-e.::lplifier 

in close proxi:nity to the detector and a main a~plifier located with 

the other electronics. 

Any noise source within the .associated electronics used with 

these dlJt8ctors will have the effect of degrading the infor:Ilatior. . 

contained in the detector output sienals. The most i~portant noise 

sources are those which arise in the pre-aflplifier, es;;ecially those 

appearing in the first stages as tr.ere exists the possibility of such 

noise receiving the full p~'llplific!.ltion of the electronic system. 
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Thus the energy resolution ubtainable from a se:uicon:hctor 

detector sgectrometer syste:u depends critically on the desien of U.e 

pre-amplifier. Present day pre-acnplifiers lillil:e usc of field eff\~ct 

transistors (F.E.T.) in the first stage (or stages), thQsa devices 

having a considerably better noise perforillance than bi-polar tran

sistors or valves. The F.E.T. is often cooled to reduce its noise 

contribution. Becau:::;e the capacitEmce of semiconductor dctoctcrf3 

changes with applied reverse bias, charge sensitive pre-a;np1ifiers 

are normally 'l.!zed as the amplitude of the output signal from the~e 

is, to a good degree of approxima.tion, proportional to the charge 

injected at the input terminals and independ~nt of detector capacitance. 

The noise level of the pre-amplifier does depend though o~ the L~put 

capacitance and increases as the capacitance L~creases. Thus det~ctors 

with large depletion depths are preferred for high resolution spectro

scopy. !YIany pre-amplifier designs have appeared in the literature 

(see e.g. BERTOLINI and CaCHE 1968), the best of these having 

equivalent noise line widths of ~ 200 eV at roo:n te,t.;>erature a.>1d 

noise slop·~s of about :p eV per pF (KEPJl and :ltcKENZIE 1970). 

The main amplifier is included in the syste!ll not only to gi va 

some additional gain but also to provide SO!Ile forUl of shaping of tha 

signal pulses. This pulse shaping is used to i:nprove tr.d signal 

to noise ra~io and to reduce the possibility of pulse pile-up, simple 

syste:ns making use of single R.C. integration and differentiation 

net\~orks with time constants of a few fS. The noise contribution 
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of the main ~plifier and subsequent electronics cc~ usu~ll7 be . . 
considered to be negligible. 

?2.5. Charze Collpction Tiuq Variation3 

I'll th detectors having large se-nsi ti ve depths, such c.s the 
• 

lithi~ drifted types, the variations in charge carrier collection 

times causes a spread in output pul~e rise-tL~Gs (S8ctlon 2.3.4.). 

After these pulses have been passed throuGh the shc.ping nett-forks 

in the main amplifier a spread in pulse height will be obssrled. 

With amplifier time constants greater tt.an a.bout f1\-e tLnes the 

carrier collection times this spread is usually negligible. 

2.2.6. Detector v;indo\., Thickness 

Before incident radiation can enter the sensitive vol'.llile 

of the detector it must pass through an insensitive region which 

. constitutes an entry Y .. indo~l. Fluctuations in the energy lost 

bY' the radiation in this windo'~ contributes to a loss of resolution, 

but it is o~ly significant for heavy charged particles. For ex~~ple, 

a 6 l'leV alpha particle passing through a gold window of thicY.ness 

2nO-8 m would suffer an energy loss of about 8 keV, the windoi'i 

contributing about 3 keV fwhn to the overall resolution 

(ENGELXI:·1EIR 1967). 
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The output si.;nal fro:a a s('m.conductor radiation detector 

not onl? provides information Oll the energy of the inci,ient 

radic.tion but a1.;;o on the tiitle of occurr~nce of' th~ event which 

producf3:l it, for exxl.;,la, the forlUati,)n or decay of a.n excited 

nuclear stat9. For good timin~ it is eS3ential to ~;.no·\ ... under' 

·~ha.t conditions sc::.ic'Jnd',lCt'Jr detectors deliver f.s.st riseti:ne 

pulses with minirnu;n pulse shnpe jitt~r (variations in shape froill 

one pulse to anoth~r for a eiven situation). 

The interaction of incident radiation with the det~ctor 

-1/ 
produces electron-hole pairs in a time of the order of 10 s. 

The initial distribution' of these charge carriers \·lithin t~e 

det~ctor will depend on the energy and nature of the rndletion. 

The positive and negative charges prod'.lced 1.:1 t!1c senJitive reGion 

of the det~ctor will ~eparatg ~d each carrier will ~ove to~aras 

its relevant electl'o:1.e under th~ action of the applied electric 

field, the carrier inducing a current in the external circuit 

until it is collect3d. The collection tiTtle will depend on the 

initial position of the carrier relative tJ the collecting electrode 

and the carrier velocity, the lat~ar beinb a function of the 

electric field and carrier mobility provided the carrier s&turation 

velocity has not been reached. 

The inherent timing resol'J.tion of se:aiconJuctor detectors 

is very hi,gh. Narrow d~pletion depth detectors and phctO:Jl'llti?liers 
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used with fast organic scintill·"l.tors ha~'£ ap,;>roxiinutely tho sa.le 

chl'i.rge collection tirDes (of th0 order of ns). Therefore, becuuse 

of the low average energy to produce an electron-h~le pair in a 

se:nic~n::luctor d,=tector (3 cV cOlDt>ar~d vdth about 20ClO eV to attain 

a sinGle photoelectron from tho £)hotJ:Jul t!;>lier ct..thod(l), the;:;e 

det·~ctor.s should havo a timing resolution about )2')')0/3 tiilles • 

bett8r than a. scintilh.tion counter (BELL 1'165). Unfortunately 

the output signA-ls from the semic':mductor detector are s;nall in 

a.-np1i tude and SOll,:) form of a:ll,;>lification is usually neCeS3L1.ry 

to bring the signals up to a level '#:hich will eatisfact·')rily 

op';lrate t.he su'b.3o::juEmt electronics. At the present time the 

noise introduced by these· runp1ifiers is fa.r too high to enable 

th9 full timing potential of so:niconductor detectors to be realised. 

Furth:3r, large sensitive depth detectors wrlch a.re neCe35!l.ry for 

efficient detection of g~~n rays have so~ewhat lon~ and variable 

charge collectiontLnes (Section 2.3.4.). 

Xany publications have appeared dealjng with the subject of 

charge collectio!l ti1i8S and ti:ne resolution in seUliconductQr 

detectors. EXlL'lli)les of revle~l articles e.re those by C:U./lFJ .. NTA et a1 

(1969) nnd BERTOLDI c.nd COC!f3 (ljG3), both providing exten~i ve 

references. Recent.a.rticles have concentrated on the timing 

perfonnance obtcinable froJl ger.naniUlll detectors. BB.\lGT3:JN and 

~OSZY?;S~I (1972) investigated ti~ing with a 0.25 cc planer Ge(Li) 

detecbr used in conj~lI1ction with a plastic scintillator and 

obtained a prompt curve with a slope of 130 ps for 511 keV 
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nnnir.il.'}tion radiation. The wor~c of :U~~I-U: and ;3IFf!~rrT (1)7) 

discussed the influence of several po.rar~eter.s relat~d to tho 

detector nnd the electronics (cO::lilensat~d thickness, noi.se etc.) 

on the ti:ning p3rfor.nonce. F.YG3 and BOI:CHr<.:P.s (1771) studied 

timing vlith coa.ual Ga(Li) aet8ct::lrS ,..,hilst C~!8 C-.'1d LL~'.CE:-t (1972) 

sho~\fed that the recently devcl::ltJ~d unco;ilpen~at3d hi;h purity 

ger-.n!l..'1i'.L'l coaxi.'tl det~ctors ?OSSe33 better timing charoct~riztics 

th~ cosxial Ge(Li) detectors. This is as a result of the 

fixed space charge ir. the depl~tion region yielding a much more 

unifor.n field thc..n t.he l/r variation found in GeCLi) dcvi·~e3. 

In the folloHing sections an analysis is made, baaed on 

the published 1iteratur~~ of the pulse shapes obtained fl'oJl 

surface ba.rrier and pla."lo!lr P-I-~l det~ctors, the two detp.ctor 

types used in this work. The current pulse shape resultinG 

from the prod~ction of a'single electron-hole pair in the detactor 

sen:;it1ve regi,:m ig det~r;nined end then tte pul39 sbape (current 

and voltage) nt the pre~plifier inp~t is calculated fro~ a 

knoNledg~ of the detector and preamplifier input staGe equivalent 

circuit. 

In view o~ the ~rilly parau~ters ~hich can affect the pulse 

shape SO:ile si:;lrlifyin~ essU;uptions are made, na.-:lely, the :llobilit:r 

is field independent, trapping en:! reco;l1binc.tion are negligible 

and the plas:la. ti:':le (QU.~RWTA et a1 1969) is zero. Further, 

when considering the many electron-hole pairs cr~ated by incident 
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radiation it is aS3uc8d thc..t these are proJ'Jced i:1 ~ pltUlc pn.r::tlhl 

with and adjacent to the j'Ul."1ction plane. 
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Electron-Hole Pa t!:. 

In the schematic diagr aJu of a surfuce ba.r r i e r detector 

shmm in Figure 2. 3 . 2 .(a), the ::notion of a sb gle e18c tron-ho19 

pair in the electric field i s conside r ed . The ma gnitude of t he 

field strength ~ ~t n distan ce x from t he j unction can be fOWld 

d 

+ ==:;========-. P :'AY~R 

xo_l_ 1 ~JUl;CTIJ" 
-E!)e 

t 
~--- DEP:.r:TIOI-l REGlJi'j 

--------- ::.----- UN DEPLETED 11 TiP];; i·Li\TJ:RI!.I. t 

+ 
____ 1-

LAY1':R 

Figure 2. 3 .2.(8) Schematic die..gr rua of a sur fE.ce barrier detect.or. 

by applyL~g Poissods equation. Assuming the potential changes 

only in the direction perpendicu1~r to the junctlon, . then 

= 

where 
I f is the charge density of tho volume element. considered 

and E is the per:nittivity of the material. For completely 

ionised donors in ~l type material f(= e(NJ + P - n), where NJ 

16 the donor con~entration and p and n are the hole a.nd electr~n 
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densities rpsp~ctively. 

with N"" in the depletion region, th0n 

=--
dxa. E 

InteGrating gives 

dV eNJ 
= -T(x - d), 

dx 

where d is the width of the depletion region in the N typ;,3 mn.teri.«l. 

The resistivity f of the ~l type base material is given b~' 

1 
f 

where t ... is the :nobility of the elect.rons. Therefo::-e 

dV' d' - x 
= 

dx fe fPl 

Putting fe .= '" , the dielectric relaxation ti,ne, and since 

E = -dV/dx, 

d - x 
E(x) - - -It ,-.. · 

Thus the field strength E 1s a linear f~~ction of the dist~,ce x 

fro:n the junction. The drift velocity of the holes under the 

field is given by . 
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dx d - X j'-f 
= !,E :- .-- . 

dt "C !~ ... 

Integrating gives 

xp(t) :: d - (d - xo)e 
ttf/'Yt fA'" 

(2·3·;~· ) , 

where Xo is the initial position of the hole (t::: 0). The 

current L~duced in the external circuit due to the motion of the 

hole can be found by e.pplying Ramos theore;a (P..A:·1Q 1j3). The 

validity of this theoreJl when applied to se:niconduct')r dctact~rs 

having a fix~d space charge in the depletion region (as in P-N 

juncti,:m and surface barrier detect0rs) has been de~onstrr.t.ed 

by CAVALLEfJ et a1 (1971). In the situation considered here 

this theorem can be written d Q ::: edx/d, ,,,here dQ is the charge 

flOv-ring in the exte.rnal circuit when a charge e :noyes a dist-mce 6x 

perpendicular to the collect1:lg electrodes, the spacing bct."een 

the electrodes bei..'1g d. The corresponding current 1 is given by 

dQ 
1 = = = 

ev efE 

dt d d 

Substituting for E and x from equations 2.3.1. and 2.3.2. gives 

i,,(t) 
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By a slnilnr E:.r€:lli1ent t~ that. e:'vcn I:b')ve f'Jr th8 holc,.the position 

of the electron at tL'J.o t is given by 

x'l1(t) , 

The contribution to the current fro~ the electron is th~n 

e -t/~ 
i'tl (t) = -Cd - xo)e 

d1 

The elecl:,ron, moving into a region of decreasin~ field, is 

collected (x = d) only when t approaches ~ (equation 2.3.4.). 

Thus there is no finite collection ti~e for ~lectrons, but lhe 

electron collection time :u&y be charO;.ct"!ri.sed by the ti,:lO C0nst<:.nt 

~, which is also the diel~ctric relaxation time. Since the 

hole moves tCl>'L1.rds a reEion of increc..sine field it does h&ve e. 

finite colhction tiJle t p foun1 by putting x = 0 in equation 

2.3.2.. Thus 

Figure 2.3.?-.(b) ShO\OTS a rou.;h plot of equations 2.3.3. c..r..d 

2.3.5. for a silicon detector nt rOOJl te:npernture (t~ .. ~ 3lf') · 

The initial position of the electrou-hol19 pnir "'las tu.Y:en to be 

~idway between the electrodes (xo = d/2). :'s C:;.n be ~E:(m, the 

resultant current wavefor.n has a ri3etime which is equa.l to zero 

(when con~idering the large n~ber of electron-hole pairs proJuc~d 

by the incident ro.diation, the riseti-ne of the current pulae 
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CUR.ltENT 

, 
, 

e " , ~TOTl'.L 

21: 

- -. 
_ ELEcn:ON 

I 

HOLE 

)A.., THIE 
0.6$'31 lip 

Figure 2.3.2. (b) Current wavof·nms dU(~ to the collect.ion of a 
single electron-hole pair in a silicon surface burrier detector 
at room te~pe ra ~ure . 

will .be limited by the tine t~~en for the radiation to produce 
-II 

these carriers, a tim~ of about 10 5). Follo~ing the collection 

of the hole s the current decre G.ses with the tiJle constant ~ • 

Since l' =tf. , this time consta..'lt in a silicon det ector is npprox-

-I~ 
irnately equal to 10 { 5 when f is expres sed in Jl ern. Thu3 :I.t 

can be seen that the resistivity f of t he bB.3e : .u{;;t e rial should 

be as St!1ull as possible in or1er to maxi:nise the current pulse 

amplitude and at the same tiJle lllini:ni.:;e t!ce ~)UlJe duration. 

If a sufficiently high bias voltage is applied, t he electric 
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, fi eld muy become lli"lif·:)r.u throuGhout t he det ctor sensi tiv '" volUrile . 

The titue behc..viour of the carrier.3 ·ill then be si:nila.r to those 

in the P-I-N detector discussed in the folloling sub-section. 

Due to the absence of any fixed space char ge in tho compensat8d 

region, the el~ctric f1911 strength in a P-I-N pl~~ar detector 

is constant throughout the region and is equal to -V/d, where 

V is the detector bias and d t he wi dth of the compensated region 

(Figure 2.3.2.(c». 

=+=====7======-N + LAYER 

xl 
d 

1 
-(t)8 

..--- COl-lPENSiI.TED P.EGIO~ 

! 
======== __ p+ LhYBR 

Figure 2.3.2.(c) Schematic diagrao of a P-I-N detector. 

Applying RallO'S theore:a to this situation gives the current 

contributions from the ' electron and the hole as 

= (electron) 

and 
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= (hole) 

The corresponding car1'1-:>.r collection ti:n0s are 

Xo xod 
t." =-- = 

,4,l V fA .. E I .. 

(electron) 

and 
d - x (d - xo)d 0 

tp = = (hole) 
rpE /'pV 

Th3 above current contribution3, with Xo = d/2 b.re plottod in 

Figure 2.3.2.(d), (i) for a silicon detector at rOOJ1 temperatu.re 

(tTl ~ 3/,r) and (ii) for either a silicon or gerillaniur.l detector 
o 

at 77 K. In the latter case, (ii), the car~iers will have 

velocities equal to the carrier saturation drift 'lelocity vs , 
7 -I 

which is a?proxi~ately equal to 10 c~s in both silicon and 

germanium. Carrier collection tines will therefore be about 

10 ns per mm of carri~r collection path. For a silicon detector 

at room temperature it will be seen that d~e to the hiGher mobility 

of the electron compared with the hole, .the electron current 

duration is about Olle third the hole current duration Thus 

for short range particles (range small comp~red with the width 

of the compem;ated region) it would be advanta.zeou3 to inject 

+ 
these through the Player. 

~. 
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Figura 2. 3 . ~ .(d) Current waveforms due to the collection of a 
single electron-hole nair in (i) a silicon P-I-N detector at 
room temperatura and (1i) either a silicon or germ!l..Tllum pl9.Ilar 
P-I-N detector at 77 oK. The initial position Xo of the electron
hole pair is d/2. 
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To calculate the puhe shape at the input to tb h!4I,lifyin.; 

sysh·;n rE'sul ting fro:u the interaction of radiation in the detector 

it is necess~ry to consider the e;uivdE'nt circuit of tLe dckctor 

and the a:nplifier input staLe shown in Figure 2.3.3.(0.). The 

curren t i1 £) is due to the 

iJt) t ~. _RJ-4.l __ C_j --:-___ -L--L-R_~ 
DETECTOR : J.:l?I.U1F.r. l!lPUT 

. : STAGE' 
I 

Figtlre 2.3.3.(a) Detector and lUlplifil3r input stage equi·l.llent circuit. 

in thr: detector depletion region by incident radiation, R"l and. CJ 

are the resistance and cr.pacitance respectively of the depletion 

region, RJ and CJ represent the resist5nce and capncit&nce respectively 

of the undepleted (or uncompensated for & litl:iu.u drift·:t~ ~.-~tE ctor) 

material and R, the contact resistance. Usually RJ has a very 

S 
high value (at lel:.st lO~) .:t."ld w-ill therefore be con::.;id.~red to 

nct as ~~ open circuit. A further si:nplification Cb.."l be aad.e if 

the contact resist~nce R, is ~s3l~ed neGligible. 

input 3t~~e 1s rcpres(·r.t'31. b] its input cs.p:.cit~ce Co. and influt 

resistrUlce RGU th~ mrl.€;-'lit'ld83 of these depen:iing on the prer.:.lplifier 
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type:-

C'" _Ro. 

voltae\:J sensitl'l::! ~:uall (pF) high (1~'.3 ~U1.) 

chart::J sensitiv~ larGe (lO's nF) high 
I 

(lCl;:; :·13<) 

current sensitivo:! small (pF) smull (lO::'n) • 

The shE..pe of the cu:-rent pU1.33 at the input of !'l. currant 

sensitlv-3 preQ.:J;>l1fier can be found using the e1uivale::!1t cir:::uit 

of Ficure 2.3.3.(b). The valuo of R~ hus bE-en taken to be 3ero. 

RJ 

iit) 1 .lJt) 

Figure 2~3.3.(b) Equivalent circuit used to deteI'illln~ the current 
pulse sha.pe. 

The Laplace transfOri!l of the tr€Ilsfer functi,)n of the net'Nork is 

1 +1p 
= = --------------

1 + P (~ + RJ C J) 

For a ju''lction detector :,'here tha incident radiation depo.:;i t?s 

its en~rZ'J clo.3e tJ the junction, esscntiall:r only one type of 

carrier '.dll contribute! to iJt) rud. he!lce fro;n equation 2.3.5. 
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Q -t/~ 

where Q is giV-:'!Il by er-luution 2.2.1. The Laplace tro,l.1sfor.A 

of this is 

Q 
(::·3·?·) 

Hence the Lapl8,·:e tra.:lsfor:n of th3 current pulse at the u:n;>lifier 

input is 

Q (1 +"(p) 
io.(p) 

Th~ inverse transfor~ of this gives 

ics.(t) 

. , ... hieh ca."}, ba written 

i~(t) 

, 
where "r = ~ + R.s C J • 

Q 
e 

Q -t/~ I 

-e 
'\" 

-t/(1'+ R"C)) 

Thus the expression for ia(t) has the s~~e 

form as equation 2.3.8. and electron ~Taveforms similar to those 

in Figure 2.3.2.(b) will be obtained, but with the longer tLne 

constant ~'. For a fully depleted detector (Rs = 0) the time 

constant reverts to ~ • 
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A similf1r treut;nent con be used to dorive the current pt.:..l::-e sb .... )c 

at th~ o:lll-lliflcr IlllJut '. Len rr.diation is ir.cicl~nt on 6. P-I-N 

detector. For si:nplici ty only tr.e c'J.rrent r.onL'rib'Jtb:1 fr~ul 

th"! c<.I.rriera ~.'tich cross the Hhole CO,Jl;>enSc.tr:.:1 reGion v.r111 b~ 

cO:1sid~red. Fro~ Sectio~ 2.3.2. these contribJte a current 

= 

where t, is the time ta1~en for the relevant carriers to crvS:l 

the entire cOil1p~nsated region. The Laplace tra!1;:>for:1l of iJ(t) I 

in tho t1:n~ inter-nil O,{ t~ t, (since iJ(t) = 0 when, t) t,), is 

Q -pt 
=;= - (1 - e ) (2·3·10.) 

t,p 

Hence fro:ll equation 2.3.7. the Laplace transfora of the current 

pulse at the ~~lifier input becom~s 

The inverse transfo~ of this gives 

Qr. -t/~' -(t - tc)h:'l 
l~(t) = ~ll- (1 -1'/~I)e - net - t,)(l- (l-"'(I1')e >J 

t 

which in the interval O~ t (. t, becoilles 

Q -t/'l ' 
1 (t) 

(). 
- -(1 - .... -

t, 
e ) 

t' 

or 
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Q RsCJ -t.{~ + RsCJ) 
= -(1 - c ) 

t( l' + Rs Cc.t 

Th~ initial a.':lplitude (t = 0) of the current pul3e a.t tho lL"Jf)lifier 

input is therefore reduc~d by the factor "tAt + RJ C.,() cO:ul)£,.reu 

with the det~ct:>r current pul.39 a:!l~litudc at U:e S~iillo, tl:ae. For 

good ti:ning a det,:!ctor , ... i th no UnC0::lpen3at8d mat~rial (Rs = 0) 

should be used as then i~(t) = Q/t, giving a rectrulgular pulse as 1n 

Figure 2.3.2.{d). Thi~ further implies that t, should be small 

1e. the use of a shallo\'( co:np'2'nsated region Elt"ld a high det~ctor 

bins v?ltnge (provided the snt~ration carrier velocity hnS not 

been reached). The for:-:er ;nay b9 sa.tisfactorl for ch~rged 

particles b'J.t would cause greatly reducej efficie:.tcy for detection 

of gam.:na rays. 

Volta~e pulse Sh~P8 

The shape of the voltag~ pulse at the input of a voltQ~e 

or charge sensitive prea.:lplifier CM be f.)und using the equivalent 

circuit of Figure 2.3.3.(c). The value of Rca has been taken to 

RJ 

t 
L-_--L..I_

C

,( __ ~ vr 
Figaro 2.3.3. (c) Equi'lalcnt circuit used to deter:llinc tho vol t&ge 
pulse shape. 
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bE'! infini t-3ly lArge. The Lapln.ce tr.:m3for.ll of tho tr.:J_I13fer 

function of the net'Nork is 

= 

= 

Hence from e1uation 2.3.9. the Lnplacp; transfor~ of the voltage 

pulse at the amplifier input for a junctio~ detector operating 

und~r the st~ted condition;:; becojJ~S 

Vo. (p) = 

Th3 inver.3e transfor:n of this giv~3 

= 

Vel (t) 
Q -t/1' 1/ 

= (1 - e ) 
C'" + C~ 

or 

where '"'C" = "t + P"s ColCC4 ,{eel + C~l. The risetiille 6!' tho pulse i3 

/I 

thus governad by the tlme consta.nt t. For a totally depleted 

det'3ctor (Rs = 0) this time constc.nt 1>lill equal1;, the ti,ne const!'..nt 

associated with the collection of carriers in the detector. For 

a det'3ctor which is not totally deplet~d the terill Rj C~C" /(C" + C.,I) 

could be much ll'irger than"t, especially for l'.igh cc.pacit~!jco det.actor.s. 
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In such E.. CL.Se tbe observed pul.~e ri~etiT.e &t tte b..Jplifier input 

could easily be m order of :llc..r,nitude Greeter th'::.l1 t.he carrier 

collection ti~~ constant. 

For a. N-I-P detector ,·;ith iJ(p) given by equation 2.3.10. 

and v Gt (p) fiip) by equation 2.3.11., the LaplE...c(~ tr&.n!3for.ll of the 

voltage pulse at the allplifier input becciil~3 

-t, P 
0(1 + ~ p) (1 - e ) 

v (o) - --. ---------------------
a.. - t, p«l + 1 p)(C,,- + CJ) + pRJ C,( Q 

The inver5e transfor:Jl 1n the time interv.5.l O~ t ~ t, is ·then 

n ~ 

where t is again t;iven by""'C = "'C + R
J 

CJC,J(Ca + C~). For a det·~cto:-

with no~co~?ensn.ted material (Rs = 0) the voltsge pulse rises 

linearly "dth tirlle. The ra.te; of rise depends on tc. and hence 

on the carrier velocity. 

i~hen consid'?ring charge sensi ttV·3 prea.:a?lifiers, the a:l;)lifi~r 

input capaclta.."lce Ca will, in genere.l, be much larger tha."l CJ. 

The value of Co. i3 £!. v~n by CC( = I.e,., '~Ihere the open loo? gain, 

A, of the ~plifier is·ass~ed large. Ct is the feedback capacitance 

used. Equations 2.3.12. and 2.3.13. resj?ectively then becoill03 

Vel (t) 
-t/'/" 

- e ) 
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. end 

Vo. (t) 

", '" ( ) . where l' = 1 + RrC). Thu::."t charce sensitive smplifier is 

greater thm ");" (voltage sensitive a:nplifier), the difference 

dependL~g on the relative ::lQgnitud'3 of CJ and C", or th:} vol t::.ge 
III II 

FordetectorswlthRJ =0, t =t =t. 
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\{ben eX5..:ninin/Y, t;a;n:na raY3 in the ap~)r')xil:late energy ran.;e 

. of l~O keY to 1 :1eV they :nay be con~idend to produce a uniforu 

distribution of events throughout the dctect:)r volume. This is 

because L'1. this renee the gamu rD.]'> have a 10\0' prob~bilit~r of 

interactinG with the ger.na.l'liu;ll, lv'Ner encr~y raJiation , ... o.tld be 

preferentially ab.3orbad. In th'3 region close to the detect:)r entry 

win:loyT producing a nOIl-1.l.'1ifor.n event di3tribution. Since the 

range of a 1 ;>te'J' elect,ron is 0.8 i:l:.l in ger.n<.nil.lil, the ionicution 

produced by ga.:J;:l:l rays up to 1 1'1eV is esse~ti;::.lly localbe..'l at 

a point for detectors havinG a sensitive thicL'1~s~3 which is 

large compared ,,;i th this figure. 

For a germar.iu;ll detector operating nt 7"7 D K, "here t!-.'3 drift 

velocity of the electrons and hol~s are equ~l and ass~ing there 
. . 

. are no dead layers in the detector, the charge '~aveforJls sr.o·,m 

in Figllre 2.3.4. (a) will be obtained under the conditions of th9 

F£LATIVE 
OUTPUT 

d d 
2vs ~ 

TL'~r. 

Figure 2.3.4.(a) CharJ~ pulse shapes due to th~ interacti~n of 
gt~n.'llF:l rays in a cennn!l.l:'u P-I-N detector at 77 K. 
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above parar,raph. The width of the sensitive reeioll is d l:nd v" 

is the carrier saturation Yolocity. 

wavefor:n (a), is obtained Wh~ll the ionising event occurs in the 

:niddle of the detector s~nsitive region \.;~:ilstl for t.hose eve-r.ts 

produced adjacE'nt to eit.her the p+ or NT contt.ct, 'A'U"efOrul (t), 

where only one type of c!::.rrier contri'tutes to thf~ signrJ., th? 

pulr.0 risetiIIle is ty!ice as long. FurU:cr, since tbl'e is an 

~qual probability of an event occurring at Uly position bet",ecn 

these two extre!J9s, the rnnge of pulse 51-.apes bet'l;ee!l (a) and 

(b) will be obtained with equal probabiljty. For non-ideal 

detectors with regions of poorly cOJlpense.te:d. material much slo\.,rer 

riset1:ne pulses will be obtained due to tho non-uniformity of 

the electric field throughout t.he detE'ctor volUUle (.n':'ZY!J~KI 

end BENGTSON 1972). 
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~E DELA,YrD COINCIlJ£'J:i..c...~3F.CllNIC .. UE;. 

~.l. T~ TECP~1£YI 

The delayed coincidence method can be used to measure excited 

nuclear state hc.lf-lbres in the approximate range of 10-3 s to 

10-11 s. It involves the detection of radiations populating and 

depopulating the state under measurement. In this "lOrk these 

radi~tions are alphas and betas (populating radiation) and C~&S, 

X-rays and internal conversion electrons (depopulating radiation) 

and they are detected by semiconductor detectors. X-rays emitted 

on rearrangement of ato~ic electrons as a result of de-e.xcitution 

by intenlal ccr-version have here been included under the categor/ 

of depopulating radiations. 

The amplitude of the output signals from the detectors 

provides info~&ation on the energy of tte incident radiation and 

enables 'the desired excited state to be selected (energy resolution 

permitting), whilst the use of a suitable timing discriminator 

associated with each detector (Section 3.2.) produces Etendurd 

shape timing signals. The pair of time signals corresponding to 

populating and depopulating of the level E:.re then fed to some form 

of time~to-amplitude converter which converts the time difference 

between these two signals into a pulse whose amplitude is proportional 

to this difference. Since a distribution of time differences 

occurs when considerL-'15 the many r .. uclei in the srune excited state 

in the source, the output of the tirlle-to-ampli tude converter can 
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. be fed to a standard multi-channel analyser which will then store 

and display the resulting time spectrlli~. T~ts distribution ~ay 

then be related to the eAclted state half-life. By suitable 

gatlng,the multi-chunnel analyser can be arranged to operate only 

when the populating and depopulating radiations have the desired 

energies. 

When a delayed coincidence system is vie·dng an exc1 ted st.ate 

hnving a very short half-life, where the populating and depopuleticg 

radiations can be considered to be emitted simultaneously, the 

resulting time distribution shows the intrinsic time resolution 

of the system. This distribution, known as the prompt spectrum 

or curve, can be characterised by its full width at half maxDaum 

height, fwbm, (analogous to the characterisation of energy resolution) 

and by the slope of the tail of the curve often expressed es an 

apparent half-life. The shape of the pro~t curve is a result of 

the fluctuations occurring in the processes of detection and 

analysis (Sections 2.3. and 3.2. respectively). 

Several methods of obtaining the half-life from a delayed 

coincidence curve are possible deper.diog on the relation of the 

half-life to the properties of a prompt spectrum taken under the 

same conditions and resulting from prompt radiations of exactly 

similar type and energy to the delayed radiations. 1J:hen the 

half-life 1s more tha..''l about 30% l£..rger than the slope of the . . 

prompt curve then the slope method of analysis can be used 
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(NEi:TON 1950). If only one half-life Tl.. is involved the slope 
;.:: 

of the delayed curve is A = 0.693/T1. where A is tho total 
2 

de-excitation probability of the excited state. For life-times 

shorter than this the method of higher moments has to be used 

(BAY 1950, NID.'TON 1950, BELL et all952, ~'EJI.VER and IlELL 1960). 
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'3..2. DERIVATION OF THE Tmn;G S]GH.!"L 

To obtain s~ultaneounly an energy and a timing signal 

from a semiconductor detector some form of siplal pick-off circuit 

must be used. It is important that such an arrangement ehould 

not appreCiably degrade either the energy or the time resolution 

of the system. So~e possible arr~lgements which have been 

used are shown in Figure 3.2.(a). 

liming 
puis, 

e~er'lY 
meoSoYl(lg 

pUs. 

0) 

.n.roy 
m~ll~uftng 

plrt'i" 

liming 
pul., 

c) 

Arrangements c) and d) 

tim,n<} and 
enerqy 

meas.urlng 
pu~. 

Figure 3.2. (a) Seine posslbl~ arrangements for obte..ining simultaneously 
an energy and a timing signal from a semiconductor detector " 
(QUAR,I,NTA .l/.J;: r.tk 1'1 6~, 

make use of the current pulse from the detector and use separate 

energy and timing amplifiers, as does (a), whilst in (b) the energy 

and timing signals are obtained from the output of a single charge 
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sensitive amplifier. The use of dual ru:lplifiers bns tho UdYHntu~e 

that thp. energy amplifier can be a narrow band 10"1 noise type 

and the timing runplifier wide bruld. l"ull advtntv.ge c&n then 

. be made of the fast response and good energy resolution of the 

detector. A single amplifier cunnot be designed for sillultaneou3 

optimul'l low noise and fast response. HOHever, with c) and d) 

the charge sensitive amplifier cannot be assumed to act as a 

high value capacitance to earth for the detector current pulses as 

these pulses normally have risetirnes shorter than the runplifier 

closed loop risetime. Thus only a fraction of the available 

detector current is fed into the current amplifiers. This 

problem can be overcome if capacitance is added in parallel with 

the charge sensitive amplifier input, but this results in a 

deterioration of the energy resolution. A similar effect occurs 

with arrangement a) except that the fed-back capacitance of the 

charge sensitive amplifier appears in parallel with the input 

of the voltage amplifier, thus reducing the enplitude of th8 

voltage signal there. A partial remedy is to connect the cbarge 

sensitive amplifier to the detector through a small value resistor 

or better still to parallel the resistor with a small inductor, 

thus delaying the signal fed to the charge sensitive amplifier 

and at the -S81Jle t.ime virtually removing the Doise added to the 

system by the resistor (SHEru·1,AN et a1 1968). A further lillli tation 

to the use of arrangements c) and d) is that for pl~ar lithium 
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drifted detectors the current pulse runplitude depends not only 

on the enerGY deposited in the detector by the incident rhdintion 

but also on the charge carrier collection time (section 2.3.2.(ii». 

Thus it is impossible to use detectors having tldck compensated 

regions with low energy radiations when fast curr~nt umplifi~r3 

are employed as the wanted signals would be S'",B.JiJped by tho E!llplifier 

noise. Arrangement b) is most co~only used in such cases. 

The leading edge of the timing sienal from the pick-off 

. circuitry defines the time of occurrence of the detected event. 

It is necessary to feed this signal to some form of discriminator 

which lii11 produce standard shape (of given amplitude, risetime 

and duration) timing output signals suitable for operating the 

time-to-amplitude converter. It is :tmportant thut these stclldard 

sibDals should be accurately related to the time of occurrence 

of the initiating event. Inaccuracies of time derivation are 

caused basleally.by- two factors, namely l:alk and jitter. "ld".: 

is the variation in the time of occurrence of the standard timing 

, EVENT TTI'.E 
WJ>LITUDE' / ----

(a) 

, -' WALK 

(b) 

_ DISCRISn;ATOR 
THREJEOLD 

~~-'-------------TL~E 
-'" WALK 

Figure 3.2.(b) Walk produced by variations in a) the amplitude 
and b) the risetime of the input Signal. 
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signals, r el at.i ve t o th>"} i ni tiQting event, produced by variations 

in the runplitude and rlsetime of the input signal. Thi s is 

illustated in Figure 3.2.(b). Jitter (li'igure 3.2.(c) i s a 

source of timing error introduced by statistical fluctuations 

in the noise present on the signal nt the input to the di scriminator. 

This noi se may be produced in the det ector , t he pick-off circuit ry 

or. the input stage of the discriminator. In practice, wlth 

semiconductor detectors, the dominant noise source is t he amplifier 

v(t) 

..$L., , 

Figure 3.2.(c) Tille jitter due to noise. 

DISCRniI1~ATOIt 
THRESHOLD 

. TIME 

used in the .pick-off arrangement. From consideration of Figure 3.2.(0) 

a good approximation to the time resolution due to jitter 1s 

eJ,(: = ()\f /(dV/dt), where ~ is the time standard deviation, Ov 

the r.m.s. voltage noise at the discricll1ator input and dV/dt 

the slope of the signal at the triggering point. This shows 

that the best resolution is obtained with the smallest ratio 

of noise to slope at the triggering point. When considering 
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the effect on ~ of the ru:J.plificr used to f(~ed the discriminator 

it 15 seen that 1t should have as wide (l b.mdwidth (lS pos3ible 

in order to minimise 6t, since 6V is proportional to tI,:nplifier 

gain and the square root of amplifier b.~\c\Vidth whilst dV/dt 

1s directly proportior.al to both guin Uld bandwidth. 

SOJle of the most commonly used meU:ods of deriving the 

standard timing signals ,·,ill nm..r be briefly discussed "lith regard 

to their use with semiconductor detectors. 

r .. e~d1n.R ed,ge_tirn1n,g 

A single discriminator is used with e fixed threshold 

level. Figure 3.2.(b) shows that for input pulses with a wide 

dynamic amplitude runge and or a range of risetirnes, walk could 

be severe resulting in serious deterioration of the time resolution. 

The "talk ca.'rJ. be minioised by setting the discriminator threshold 

level as low as the noise will allow (no spurious triggering), 

but then ?oise jitter may become dominant. Leading edge 

triggering has the a.dvantage of simplicity and gives good results 

when used with a narro'." dyna.!llic range of pulse heights together 

with detectors producing pulses of constant risetlme • 

.Q,o!ls.i8!l t_fra.£, t ion. .t,lmlng 

The walk resulting from handling pulses with a wide aynrunic 

range of pulse heights but constant riseti~~s can be virtually 

eliminated if the leading edge discriminator can be arrc.nged 

to trigger at a constant fraction of the maximum ampli tud.e of 
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. the input pulse regardless of what ttd . .3 Ltmplitude may be (GEDCKE 

and ~tcOONALD 1967, HAlER 811d SPERR 1970). Thc> act.ual triggering 

fraction can be selected to give optimum time resolution. 

~nlit~d~ ~QIi£e~i~e_cQmnensat~d_tlming 

The ARC method of timing (CP~E 1968) was introduced to 

attempt to overcome the problam of obtEi.lning good tilGe resolution 

with semiconductor detectors wrSch produce variable pulse shnpes, 

such as from Ge(Li) devices. It is a slightly ffiodified arrangement 

of the constant fraction trigger and provided the slope of the 

input pulse does not chnn[,e early in its rise to maximum amplitude, 

compensation of risetime variations is acbj.eved • 

.f.uls.!l sh.§J).!l§.ele~tion 

vlhen using Ge (Li) detectors a strong tailing is very often 

observed on the late side of timing sp~ctrs. and th'? use of 

sophisticated timing discriminators, such as the AF~ type above, 

only partially reduces it. The pulse shape selection method 

(HOSZYNSKI and BENGTSON 1970, 1972) selects only those pulses 

having a given range of risetimes by the use of two discr~r.atorz 

and a time-to-~~plitude convcrter~ One discriminator bas a 

low threshold and generates the start pulse for the time-to-arnplitude 

converter, the other discriminator has a higher threshold but 

below that equivalent to the energy being studied and provides 

the t1me-to-~plitude stop pulse. Tho resulting time distribution 

of pulses can be analysed by a siI:.gle channel analyser, the 
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output of which is applied to the sImi coincidence tl.'1i t (&3ction 3.3.) 

of the timing system. In this way the slow rising pulses from 

the detector (Section 2.3.4.) may bo rejected, giving a time 

. spectrum with a late slope which is exponentiul over several 

deca.des and faster by about Wl order of magnitude compared with 

using the methods discussed above (Bfl~GTSON and i-10SZYNSKI 1:)72). 
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The choice of apparatus for tho present study of the use 

of semiconductor detectors for short nuclear half-life measurements 

was arrived at by consideration of the factors outlined in this 

and the previous chapter. The choice was also'partly dictated 

by the apparatus already available and the finances allocated 

to research in the Physics Department which initially ,'.'ere small 

but improved during the course of the work. 

Block diagrams of the two measurement syste~s used are 

shO\oJD. in Figures 3.3.(a) and 3.3.{b). In both cases the standard 

timing signals were obtallled by the use of lel..ding edge t1'ig;gering 

with no compensation for amplitude and risetimc dependent walk. 

The more sophisticated timing techniques (Section 3.2.) were 

developed several years after this work co:n:nenced. 

Considering Figure 3.3. (a), the signals from the t't'O detectors 

Dl and D2 were amplified by !&st charge sensitive pre~plifiers 

each having separate timing and energy outputs. The energy 

signalsw3re coupled to a pair of shaping amplifiers and thence 

to single channel analysers ,,:hich selected the energies of interest. 

The outputs from the two single channel analysers were fed to 

a slow coincidence unit which opened the gate on the multi-channel 

analyser when the detector pulses corresponded to the desired 

energies. The timing output signals from the charge sensitive 

preamplifiers ~er~ passed to two identical leading edge discrimin~tors 
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the outputs. of which were fed to a time-to-amplitude converter. 

The time-to-ampli tude converter output pulses were R'r.plified 

and stretched before being a.pplied to the 1,DC input on the mul tl

channel analyser. Ttc ~tretcher was used to ensure that these 

pulses overlapped in time with the gate pulses (the fast and slow 

channels hl';l,d different delays). In the later work variations 

in delay of the 510'.01 chc..."1Ilel with pulse height (enerGY) were 

kept to a minimum as the output signals from the single channel 

analysers were accurately timed to the cross-over point of the 

doubly differentiated pulses from the shaping amplifiers. The 

biased amplifier could be used to expand a selected region of 

the resulting time spectrum. The fast channel handl:l.ng tbe 

depopulating radiation (referred to in this work.as the "start" 

channel, the other fast channel being the "stop" chromel) 

incorporated a del~y prior to tte discriminator to ensure 

satisfactory operation of the time-to-~~plitude converter. The 

other system used (Figure 3.3.(b» was very similar to that of 

Figure 3.3.{a) except that fast current runplifiers replaced 

the charge sensitive ones and the energy signal wes obtained 

from the output of fast pulse stretchers. The discriminators 

used were identical in the two systems. The delay inserted in 

the start channel wes also used for calibration purposes. 
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4. THZ APP ld{fiTU3 . 

4.1. INTRODOCTION 

In this chapter the principle items of apparatus used 

during the course of this research progranme are described. 

Outline operating principles are given, together with circuit 

and or block dingr~ns where appropriate, only for those electronic 

units which the author had to perso!lnally construct. \o!ith 

the standard co~ercia.lly available nuclear electroniC tm1ts 
. . 

used, only their performance speciflcat1ons, as quoted by the 

manufacturer, are given. 

Use was ml.'l.de of four different semiconductor detectors, 

namely OIle Ge (L1), t'r'lO S1 (Li) Bnd one surf£.cc burrier type. 

The 3 cc active volu~e, 5 ~n sensitive depth Ge(Li) det~ctor 

(dete.ctor number 42 T) had a planar configuratlon and was 

manufactured by Nuclear Enterprises Ltd. It was housed by 

the manufacturer in the liquid ni b'ogen cryostat system shO'.m 

in Figure 4.3. (n) S'.l~~ tl!E:.t the front fr...ce .of the detector 

was 4 mm from the end face of the aluminium CCJl. The makers 

quoted capacitance for the detector was 10 pF at an operating 

voltage of 800 V. 

The two Si(Li) detectors were model numbers SL 50 - 1 (3 st£.r) 

and ;0 - 1.0 - 35 and " .. ere menufactured by 20th Century Flectronics 
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th Ltd and Simtec Ltd respect.ively. n,o 20 Century detcc to X' 

'2 
had an active area of 50 mm , a sensi tlv~ depth of 0.5 rum l:nd 

an entry window thickness of 0.3 )Am. FigurE'S for ttu 3iiUtl"l~ 

2 
detector ",ere ~!D.;1l F.ctive area, 1.0 In.a sensitive: depth c..nd 

O.2t-m thick entry window. Both detect.ors had recoJll.nended 

operating voltages in the ranee 100 V to 200 V. 

The silicon surfnce bn.rrier det8ctor manufE!.ctured by 

:~ulll!.rd Ltd ",£;.z type fPY 51 - lOa/sq. It had an (leti va aleE\. 

2 
of 25 mm and a depletion depth of 0.1 m.:n. The rcco!llJilend~d 

operating vo:.t.q::e was 15 V end the total detector cc.pacitenc<" 

a t this vol tabe was 50 pF. 

-2 
40 tgcm of gold. 

Tho entry window cOllsisted of 

The use of the Ge(Li) detector necessitated the construction 

of a .liquid nitrogen' cryostat system in which the Cletector 

could be housed. This was because the detector h&d to be 

operlited <It <l low temper&ture in order to reduce the 1rakF.ge 

current to BJl acceptable value 6lld had in emy case to be stored 

at a low temperature to prevent the deterioration of the dete:ct.ors 

performance through the 11 thium drifting back out. A con'fentiO!:<:.I 

desien ' .... e.s used (Figure 4.3. (a», the crycstE.t betng made fro;n 

stainless steel with the exception of the nlumini~~ cap 

surrcunding the detector. The end face of this cap was thin..fled 
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to pre~ent a 1 m:n thick radiEtion winclOi.' to the dctect.or. 

To prevent contl:'..:lilll .. tion of the dete,ctor Wld rapid 10:=:':3 of 

liquid nitrogen the system was evacuctecl to a pressure below 

10-9 rom Hg by use of en 8 litre per second ion getter pU'Ilp. 

This pUr.lp was pOHered bl l1. 5 kV I).C. supply.' Five electricul 

feedthroughs provided. th,~ C011iJlinC ['£:t.\.:een the front end of the 

preanplifier housed inside the aluminiu:a cap end the: remainder 

of the preamplifier. The liquid nitroccn de\\'ar haC: a capacity 

of 10 1itres and \l:ClS topped up every four da.ys approxi:nE.tely. 

Po second c17oatE.t systf21>! "'E.S re(luired for use ,,;i th the 

t",o Si(Li) detectors and a cro:;,s-sectional view of it 1s sho"rn 

in Figure 4.3.(a) •. The circular vaCUU1l ch&mber with remova.ble 
-3 

lid "ras made from br&.ss and could be evacl.1c.ted to be1o\," 10 rum lIg 

using the attacb:-d cryosorvtion .rHWp. D£tector holder (a) 

housing the two Si(Li) detectors or holder (b) \dth the surf£.ce 

barrier detector coUld be mo~~ted on the sm&11 platfonn X 

fixed to a solid copper rod. This rod "18.S surrounded by 

molecular sieve material and the ~ho1e was enclo~ed by a trin 

",-l1.11ed stainless steel tube. The lower purt of this arrungernent 

could be ~nersed in a dewar of liquid nitrogen, the copper 

rod then acting as a cold fin~er &nd the si~ve material servinG 

to maintein the vacuum, the larger c~Josorption puwp bein~ 

isolated from the system. A source valve was attacted to the 

vacuum chamber to enable sources to be changed without 10s5 of 
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vacuum in the ch~ber. This facility '.las only suiteble for 

use when the Ge (Li) dete ctor ~'L15 USE d '.1'1 th tte Z'l:rfl, c e barrie r 

detector. 

The fast, lo~'i noise, chur.;e sensi ti v,~ pr8[J,1pli fier used 

with the semlconductor detectors other than the Ge(Li) detector 

was similar to the design of SHEr':1AN and nODDICK (1970). The 

prea.mplifier was capa.ble of delivering n fnat output ::>iD!cJ. 

suitable for timing whilst sDnultaneously producing a low 

noise signal for ~plitude measurements. Figure 4.4.(0.) shows 

"AS , IV 

:II 

0-'1 
f14V .... "01 r 01 

41cw 'II 
101 

...,.." 100 .. .. 11,.0 

.11 II 0, . )'" ," 
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~I.J . '. { '50 
"24'1 . Il.~' 

-14'1 • t~ . ~~~~ 

,,, 11 "I' ~T'VT 
II () .. ,,",-,, 

I-t )0" fl:O~~:· lfrj.\')G() 

0' ., 
/1 

~ n, \0 
/00 .. 24V - fU -4Y .- .. 

Figure 4.4.(a) Circuit diagram of the fast charge sensitive 
preamplifiers, (Sl-£RMAN r. RODD ICK Ig/o), 
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the circuit diE..gra:n of the pren.iilplifiers. 

transistor Ql was used in the input staGe follc\oJcd by a fest 

amplifier comprising Q2-4. Two second stace trtlIlsistors were 

used to allov. the low E..nd high frequency cO:Jpcnents of the 

signal to tuke separate paths. A single fU3t trr.n.;istor here 

\~ould huve gPl':erated illCres.sed Imo/ frequency noise. A fest 

voltage sensitive output (pulse riseti~e 2 ns) was avail~ble 

fro!!l Q4. Transistors Q
5 

and Q6 for~ed common buse end CO;L..ilOn 

emi tter stages respectively, the c.dded capr.ci tance bet\vecn 

base r.n1 ~ollector of ~6 limi tir.!; the high frequency perfOrD1SJlCe 

of that stage. The emitter follo\\er Q
7 

provided the el\er~ 

charge sensitive output and the output transistor 08 the ti~ing 

charge sensitive output (pulse riset~n? 5 ns). 

!1'TO E.IJplifiers of this type ""ere required end ,;:e1'e built 

on 1e.minate panels having copper clE..dding on one face which 

ncteq. as a groUnd piane. The t;IO trim:ller capacitors associated 

with Q
6 

were adjusted to give optimu:.n pulse rlsetime with 

minimum overshoot for u ~i"{en detector. Tho value of the 

" resistor R was 390 Jl., giving a Q drain current of approxiloately 
1 

10 mAo The value of this resistor was found to be not very 

critical. 
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4.4.2. Tho Fast Ampli fi ers 

A slightly r:lOdified ver sj.on of tlle fust pulse amplifier 

designed by RUSH (1964) was used. The oribinal supply voltages 

were lowered to reduce the risk of the amplifi er oscillating 

wben connected to a signal source and also to i mp rove the signal 

to noise r atio. p_ fnrtl·.er iUlprove ~lC'n t in tilE' amplifier noise 

performance \-laS obtained by omitting the first common base 

amplifier in the input stage. This was possible as this input 

stage, when used, was al..,,'ays fed from H current source. These 

t,,,o changes reduced the equivalent ilJput Dois o by approximat ely 

a factor of two compared with the original desi gn . A further 

reduction was attempted by substituting low noi se transistors 

for those in the input stage but thi s produced no mCElsurable 

change. The circuit diagram of the :nodified five s t a.ge EJOplifier 

is sho ... n in Figure 4.4. (b). Each of the five stages, with the 

Figure 4.4.(b) Circuit diagram of the fast amplifiers (~SI., Iq b ~. 
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exception of tLe fir~,t" cc.nsisted of a feci-b&ck puir plus f,D 

isolB.ting COlllillon base amplifier. 

The two e.mplifiers required "rere built on lruninate pan'3ls 

having ground plenes &l1d were housed in t',t,'O scpar&te llluminium 

cases. Considerable attention WHS gi V311 to tto .?rubL~;a of 

eartrJng the a8plifiers to -their cases to ensuro low noise 

operation. The completed a~plifiers had current Gains close 

to 550 and risetimes of approximately 3 ns • 

.L.L.3., The Fsst Discriminators and Pul so Stretcr.o1..!."!. 

Two fast discri:ninators were re('~uired to operate bet.reen 

the fast ~plifiers and the time-to-Gmplitude converter and 

also to form part of the circuitry of the two fast pulse 

stretchers. T~? circuit di~~ram of the combined fast discrimin-

ator and fast pulse stretct.er is shown in Fieure 4.4.(0). 

The pulse stretcher part of the circuit was similar to the 

design of v7EDDIGEl~ and HAASE (1965). Trensistors Tl (2N1141) 

and T2 (~~706A) formed a co~on ir.put Ll1pllfler to both the 

discriminator and the stretcher whilst T3 (2N708) 'vas a common 

base stage offering a high source impedance to the tunnel diode 

IN294l. The 30 JAR inductor forming part of the diode load 

deteMlined the "on" time of the diode f.nd thu3 tb? \ddth of 

the pulse applied to the common emitter sta.ge T (2H976). 
4 

This pulse had a width of 0.5 fS. The output from the e:aitter 
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follo'.:er T5 (.AFl2l) 'vws fed to the avul!:nche tnmsistor T 6 

(ASZ 23) which acted 6.5 a pulse shaper produclne U p03itive 

output Pulf;€ of 8 ns durntion, less than 2 ns risetiroe and 

0.6 V nmplitude. Tt.e 2~ Jl and 1 kn potentiometers l'..:>socls.ted 

wi th the tunnel diode and nvulcJlcbe trbnsistor stn[,t?s respectively 

were used to set up these stages for monost£l.ule opr;r~ltion.· 

Tl:e output from T,... was also taken to the t'l<'O st8.Ge 
Co 

amplifier comprising T7 'and T8 (both OCl70) , with (~ tmittcr 

follower T9 (2N706) at the output. The addition of these 

stages to the original design 'was found nocessa.Ij in order that 

the stret~her should be able to oper&.te on input pulses "lith 

amplitudes in the mV range. 

emitter follower whilst T (2N709) acted as a constant current 
11 

source. During the risetime of the input pulse the tunnel 

diode \'..'as triggered and tho output. fro;;} T s"'i tched off T • 
4 11 

Transistor T . continued conducting, discharging the 50 pF 
. 10 

capacitor, until the input pulse reached its maxim~~ a~plitude 

when T10 ,also switched off. The potentie.l difference across 

the 50 'pF capacitor had then decreased by the peal: pulGe 

amplitude. Due to the high input impedtJ'lce (about 4 iH2) 

of the bootstrapped compound emitter follower stage T - T 
12 14 

(all iHl711) the charge on the capacitor remainod unchanged 

until the ttmIlel diode returned to the "off" state (after 0.5 rs) 

&.nd T4 cor.ducte-d again charging the capacitor. Trunsistcrs 
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T - 1 (:'[-11711, 21117D7 cni ~'.l11''D6 l'e~::::(:ctiY('l't.) for:ued the 15 17 - _. ~ 

output stage enabling both positive end negative output sicn~ls 

to bo obtained. 

The tioTO combined fast dif'criminators ond fust pulse 

stretch0rs were constructed on la.minll.te p8nels with ground 

planes. They were housed, tOZ;3th:-lr ".dth the' tiille-to-aDlplitude 

converter, in a triple width HEArNell 2000 seri~s module. The 

interior walls of the module were lined \li th 8 ID.1ll thick expar.ded 

polystyrene to lessen the effects of sudden room temperature 

changes. In the original desiV1 a. bea.tinG elc~€.nt ,,:as provided 

in the module, controlled by a. te:nperature sensing device, in 

an attempt to stsbilize the interior tempera.ture. T!1is W&S 

abandoned though when it was found that the interior temper&ture 

o rose to approximately 42 C due to the heLt pro~uced by the 

electronic circuits and remained iolitbin ± 1 °c of this figure 

during the course of an experimental run. A small electric 

fan incorpornted inside the module was used to try to keep a 

uniform air temper&ture throughout the ~~it. 
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4.4~4 . Tb.> Time-t.o-amplitude Converter 

Tbe time-t o-amplitude converter used was based on the 

design of ~VEISBERG (1965), the circuit diaerrun of 'vtJicb is 

shmffi in Figure 4 . 4 . (d) • The five tunnel diodes us d \>lo r e 

type 1~~3~53 and 'tIere biased in the monost ble mode o f ope r &.tion. 

Transistor s Ql-7 ( 2Nl143) senTe d to isolc.t e the various tunnel 

diode stages from each other. Tunnel diode TDl produced a very 

Figure 4.4. (d) Circ,ui t diagram of the time-to-ampli tude converte r 
(WE ISBERG IQ6S). 

narrow pulse apprmd.mately 2.5 ns wide (Figure 4.4. (e» \-then 

tribgered into operation by a "start" input pulse . Additional 

shaping was provided by TD2" The arrival of the I1stopl1 input. 
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pulse triggered TD ',.o.rhich produced a cO~I~ilr1tivelJ ',des flt..t-
3 _ 

topped pulse. The width of this pulse was determined cy th~ 

length of shorted dela.y line used c.nd wa.s approximutely 25 ns 

in the original design. The "nurrm'l" and "wide" pulses were 

added together, after ceing fed throut;h Q
3 

t.nd Q
6 

re::;pecti~d:r, 

Elld applied to TD 4. This tunn.:;l diode '"as biased such that 

"Start ll input 

"stop" input 

TD siglal 
3 

Input to TD4 

TD sigr.al 
5 

Integr~tcr c~tput 

Figure 4.4.(e) Time-to-amplitude converter ~avefor~s. 

it was triggered to the "on" state only when the "narrc~ ... " 

and "wide" pulses occurred simultaneously in time but would 

not revert to the "off" state until the "wide" pulse had ended. 

The length of time TD4 was in the "on" state, end hence the 
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duration. of the output pulse froul it, was thus linearly related 

to the time separation between the initiv.l "sturt" and "atop" 

pulses. The possibility of singles fecdthrouch producing a 

spurious component to the output signals was eli::ninated by 

use of TD
5
• The 

consisting of the 

output fro:n TD5 'rJas fed to an integrator 

operational amplifier Q8-9 (2H2400) with 

capacitive feedback. The c.tlplitu::3.e of tl:c output pul5e from 

this stage f,Tas proportional to the 'rridth of the input pulse 

from TD and hence to the time separe,tion between the "start l1 

5 
and IIstop" pulses. The output stage transistor was type ~~5S5. 

The converter was constructed on ~ l~ir.~te pL~el Laving 

a ground plene. Metal oxide resistors were used throuChout 

in view of their excellent stability and the decoupling 

capacitors used were low inductance types. All wiring was 

kept as short as possible to minimise loss of high fre~uency 

perfor.m:nce. 

To set up the correct bias currents through the five 

tunnel diodes the waveforms at the diodes were monitored using 

a high input impedance 100 ;·1Hz oscilloscope whilst the appropriate 

bias potentiometer was adjusted. TDI follm-led by TD2 r •. nd TD3 

,'ere set up first, their bias currents being adjusted such that 

they triggered decisively when an input signal was present 

but were well below the point of triggering spuriously when an 

input signal was absent. The bia.s for TD4 end TD5 ,,",us set 
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so they ·."'ould cnly trlCf:8r ~'hcn the narro'!! [;nu wide pulses 

overlapped in time. Prov:lded the circuit co:nponent values 

were left uncha..'1ged it was found that these five bie.s settings 

were st~ble throughout the course of the research work described 

here. 

The range of the converter described E.bove was about '25 ns 

which was adequate for measurements of ha.lf-lives of the order 

of nanoseconds. As part of the research progr~~ involved 

measuring half-lives considerably lonber than this it was 

necessar,{ to extend the:: range of the original convert€lr. This 

was achieved by substituting a &J m long delay line (coaxial 

cable type RG174) for the existing one. To handle the longer 

pulse widths in the circuit larger decoupling capacitors were 

used in the e~ittera of Q
6 

~~d Q
7 
(O.22~F paralleled with the 

existing 0.01 fF and 50 fF from the junction of the 470 .n 

and ~ n resistors in 07 emitter to chassis) and in the collector 

of Q
7 

(O.lfF parsJ.leled with the existing 0.002 fF). In 

addition the series resistor in th~ inp~t or the integrntor 

was increased from '3!fJ.n to 8.5 len to prevent the integrator 

fro:n overloading. These modifications increased the conYerter 

range to approximately 600 ns with no detriment to the oricinal 

units perfor:nance. 
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A simple electronic unit ~'E.:.S designed snd con::;tr..lctcd 

using TTL 1r-t,E'grc:;.tN't circuits enabling rapid calibration of 

the time scale of the time-to-llr.1plitude conYerter (BISHOP 1973). 

The principle of operation of tho unit was similar to that ?sed 

in the design of BAKER et al (1968). A block dillgrnra of the 

calibrator unit to[etl:or ...... i tt. iuc'clised waveforms is 5ho\:n in 

Figure 4.4. (f) • The start and stop pulses ,,'ere both acc\lrately 

----. 
RP .. NDJ:·: PULSES .?uLSE COlliClUS;CE r 

':>1 L'.PEP. Gl.TE -. 
STAhT 

>---

'SOR __ PuLSE . 100 ~ SHhC'P.R . OSCILL. ':>TOP 

! E. 3 ~. 2. § 7 
Shaped r.f. osc'illator~ L-J L-J LJL.J L.Jl.-ll 

10:) 1')1 102 l~J~ 

JLJLJLJL_ 
pulses 

Shaped rt.ndo::l' pulse 

Start pulse 

stop pulse 

Tiwe-to-~plitude 
cOllverter output 

__________ ~r-l~ ______ __ 
__________ ~n~ ________ _ 
--D~ ______________ _ 

Figure 4.4.(f) Block diagra.:n of the time-t.o-f1.uplitude converter 
calibrator together with idealised ceJ.ibrlltor wayeforms. 
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phased to the r.f. osc1l1.:1tor pul::ies " lU. ... s the oscillo.to r 

pulses were scaled down by a factor of 100 to prov:lde the stop 

pulses there existed 100 possible time interval s bet ween sta.rt 

and stop pulses. No fixed phase r el ation exist ed between the 

oscillator pulses and the random input pulses llnd thus these 

time intervals occurred with equa.l probability. The r esulting 

calibration spectrum consisted of up to 100 peaks (depending on 

the time-to-amplitude converter range ) of equal int~nslty 

separated in time by the oscillator period. Figure 4 . 4 . ( g) 

shows the schematic circuit diagram of the device. Pulses 

1t5 V 

. -+ 5 v 

~t 
I 

RAN:JC)1 I 74121 r-PULSES 

L~ 1/4 74500 Y 1-

1+5 V 
-. 

OSCILLATOR J I . 
f 1/1; 71; $00 1/4 74 500 l t ~ V 

- ~.:; fI . 

2N709 U 
-. 

Figure 4.4.(g) Circuit diagram of th9 tima-to-amplitude converter 
calibrator. 

STf.RT 

STOP 
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randomly distributed in U:ne relative to U,e oscillator pul~es 

were obtained initially from the output of 0. r&diution detector 

but later a pulse gener&tor was used. These pulses were 

shaped by the 74121 monostable before beinG applied to th~ 74S00 

coincidence gate. The monostable was set to produce pulses 

having a width approximately 2O,b less thun the oscillntor ?'~ri()~. 

Oscillator pulses shaped by the two 74S00 bEttE'S were applied 

to tha other input of the coincidence gate. The output from 

this gate provided the start pulses. Stop pulses were 

obtained by scaling down tte oscillator frequency by a factor 

of 100 using a pelr of 7490 decade counters. Speed limitations 

in the discriminators associated with the time-to-amplitude 

converter forced the use of such a laree scaling factor. 

4.4.6. The Coincidence Unit 

The double coincidence tmit liE..S designed around a Rossi 

type circuit and was constructed in a single width Harwell 2000 

series module. Valves were chosen as the active devices as 

the unit had to deliver a comparatively large output signal 

(about :p V) to ensure correct oper~tior.. of tha cute on the 

multichannel analyser. Figure 4.4.(h) shows the circuit 

diagram of the unit. Valves VI and V2 were normally conducting 

and their anode voltages were low. If a negative signal was 

applied to the control grid of either VI or V
2 

so as to cut 
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it off then the anode voltage roso only sliGhtly. HOHovl'r, 

if both valves were cut off by coincident input signuls th!ln 

the anode voltage rose to + 300 V ~~d a largo po~itive signal 

resulted. The bias on the OA5 clio~e ''las adjusted 50 tht..t 

the- d!.ode only conducted for coincident input slcnals. The 

double triode V3 was a c~thode coupled trigger wt~ch produced 

an output pulse of fixed duration end amplitude (determined 

by circuit component values) when triggered into operation 

by a signal froo the c:iode discriminator. Valve V 4 was a 

phase inverter and V5 a vihite cathode follower. The completed 

unit delivered a 30 V positive pulse of 5/As duration and 

60 ns risetime for co·incident input signals. The input 

sensitivity was better than 5 v. 
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~JHE STANDARD NUC~BAR EI.EC'ttJPNIC UNITS 

The relevant performance specifications quoted for the 

co~ercial nuclear electronic units used in the apparatus are 

given below. All the units, with the exception of Harwell 

2000 series equipment and the multichannel analyser were 

manufactured by Nuclear Enterprises, Edinburgh. 

Ihe .(le1.L1)_detecl0l: Rr&.amplifi~r 

The charge sensitive preamplifier used with the Ge(Li) 

semiconductor detector was type NE 5287. This consisted of 

a charge sensitive stage in cascade with a voltage gain stage 

(gain n or 15). The front end of the preamplifier was 

incorporated in the Ge(L1) detector cryostat \vhich minimised 

the effect of stray capacitance at the preamplifier input and 

enabled the field effect transistor to be operated at a much 

reduced temperature thus d9creasing its noise contribution. 

The energy and timing signals were obtained frolll the outputs 

of the v~ltage gain and charge sensitive stages respectively, 

the unit being adapted to provide the latter signal. 

Non-lin~arity 

Gain stability 

Charge sensitivity 

RisetLlle 

O.l,t 

0.01% per °c 

305 mV per MeV (Ge detector) 

20 ns. 
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Th~ J&aln_8.!lcLtlrn~-.io.::a.i!lPli.t.u1e_cQn"y"'J.r:tE.r_Q.:!kl')lifif..r§.. 

For the work using the unmodified tirne-to-B.mplitude 

converter the two main amplifiers used were both type NE 5259 

and the tilue-to-amplitude converter amplifier was a HaNol1 

2000 series type number 2044A. The initial part of the work 

using the modified time-to-B.~plltude converter made use of 

one NE 5259 and one NE 46:l3 as the main amplifiers and a 

NE 5259 as the time-to-ampliude converter a~pllfler. The latter 

part of this work was carried out using two NE 5259 as the 

main amplifiers and the NE 46:l3 as the ti~e-to-~up1itude 

converter amplifier. 

NE 5259 :-

Shaping 

Gain 

Gain stablli ty 

Integral non-linearity 

Differential non-linearity 

Noise 

Single or double RC differen

tiation and integration. 

Time constants 0.2, 0.5, 

1, 2, 5 or 10 fS 

Continuously adjustable in 

range 8 to 2000 

O.05fo per °c at full gain 

O.l;b 

1% 

6;MV r.m.s. referred to input 

for 1 FS single differentie.tio!l 

and integration 
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lIE 4603 -

Shaping 

Gain 

Gain stability 

Non-linearity 

Noise 

Hi~s~d_a]pliI1~r_~d_slr~t~t~r 

Re shCl.ping with 4 integrationn 

and either 1 or 2 different-

iations. Time constants of 

0.2 fS to 12.8 f5 in b1.nary 

sequence 

Continuously adjustable in 

rsnge 8 to 1024 

0.005% per °c 

O.l:t 

2.0 tV r.m.s. referred to input 

for 6.4~s time constant. 

A type NE 5261A biased amplifier and pulse stretcher was 

used, the two functions being contained in the srune module. 

Bias level 

Gain 

Gain stability 

Output pulse width 

Adjustable from 0 to 10 V 

1, 2, 5, 10 or 20 sHltch 

selected 

0.01% per °c 

5 r from stretcher. 
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Ih~ ~ingle_cha~n~l_aualY~eIs 

Two single channel pulse height analysers were used type 

NE 5l5?C. The threshold level was contL~uously variable from 

0.2 to 10 V and the window width from 0.1 to 5 v. An output 

signal accurately timed to the crossover point of the input 

pulse was available, the signal having a time stability of 

± 2 ns for a 0.5 to 10 V j~put amplitude range using 500 ns 

double differentiated pulses. This signal could be delayed 

relative to the crossover pOint by any time in the range 

0.3 to 0.5f's. 

Ih~Qelay ynlt.§, 

Harwell 2000 series units type 2105A and 2046A (both fine 

delay) and type 2l04A (course delay) were used. Various 

lengths of delay line could be s\d tched in giving delays lying 

in t~e approximate range of 4 to 15 ns for the fine delay 

units and 3 to 56 ns for the course delay unit. 

I.h!t .mult1.c.han.n~l_an.a1..v.[eI 

A 100 channel pulse height analyser was used type PHA 3 

manufactured by Associated Electrical Industries Ltd. It 

was a hybrid design using both valves and transistors and was 

one of the first analysers to make use of ferrite core storage. 

The memory contents were presented as a linear analogue display 
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on a ca.thode ray tube and could be printed out onto a. 3" paper 

tape, each line showing the channel nu:nber and the count in 

that channel. The instrument incorporated a gating circuit 

which was used for coincidence counting. 

Memory capacity 

Analysis range 

Ch5.IlIlel width 

Channel width uniformity 

Channel width stability 

65535 counts per channel 

o - 10 V 

100 mV 

'1% except first 4 channels 

± 1 mV, 
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General view of the apparatus excluding the mul tichanneJ. analyser. 
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5.1. CPLIBRATION 

Two metr.ods of calibra.ting tlle time scale of the time-to-

amplitude converter were used. The electronic ca.libro.tj.on unit 

described in Section 4.4.5. was used in measurements with the 

modified (wide range) time-to-amplitude converter, whilst in a.ll 

other cases calibrated delay cables were used. The use of tte 

electronic calibration unit enabled rapid and accurate calibration 

to be achieved without the difficulties associated 'td th the 

measurement of the delay in cables, t}~s delay being pulse shape 

dep:mdent. ~~rther errors arise from attenuation of the pulses 

in the cables and many cables are needed to cover the whole conversion 

range. 

The use of these two calibration methods will nO\i be considered • 
• 

For the calibration measurements the calibration unit was 

coupled to the two·· fast discriminator inputs, all other connections 

to these inputs being removed except for 50fl terminations. The 

stop output from the calibrator fed the start discriminator input 

via a x5Q, 5O.n. attenuator(General Radio GR874-G) and the start 
-

output fed the stop discriminator input via a X 20, 5011. attenuator. 

This particular arrang9ment '1I1lS used as the start discriminator 

channel was capable of handling a much higher count rate than 
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the stop channel. The utt(~nuators redUCl'ld the c:::..libration units 

output pulse a.mplitudes from standard TTL logic levels to levels 

accepto.ble by the discrim:i.nators(no spurious triggering). An 

RC differentiator (~= 20 ns) at the calibrator stop outp~t 

';/as used to reduce the output pulse \-ridth and produce a short. 

duration negative pulse. 

Ini tially the rfuidoill pulses applie::l to the calibru tor \\'ere 

obtained from the output of the shaping amplifier used with the 

surface barrier alpha. detector but in later \'1ork a pulse generator 

(Nuclear Enterprises NE 6591) was used which simplified the 

calibration procedure as fewer alterations had to be made to the 

measurement system when changing from delayed coincidence measure-

ment to calibration. In both cases the input pulse height was 

adjusted to be about 4 V, a level wlrlch assured satisfactory 

operation of the monostable pulse shapero A similar adjustment 

was made to the signals applied at the oscillator input, these 

signals being obtained from a variable frequency oscillator 

(Airmec type 304). The oscillator frequency was continuously 

monitored throughout a Cluibration run using a six digit digital 

-frequency meter (Plrllips PM 6620). The manufacturers quoted 

accuracy offnquency measurement was better than 0.001 % at 

frequencies a.bove 10 ?4Hz. An internal check frequency: of 1011Hz 

was provided. A check on tlrls accuracy using an eight digit 

frequency meter (~larconi TF 2410) verified the manufacturers figures. 
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Before using thE' calibrator the start. output pulses fro:l ie 

were monl tored on an oscilloscope a.nd the width of tho output pulses 

from the monostable adjusted, if necessary, so that they only 

overlapped in time with one oscillator pulse (overlapping of more 

than one oscillator pulse exhiblt8d itself as multiple output 

pulses as seen on the oscilloscope). Rec.djust:nent was normally 

unnecessary if a narrow range of oscillator frequencies was used. 

In changing from delayed coincidence moasurement to calibration 

a small adjustment of the two f~st discriminators tunnel diode 

bias controls was so~etimes necessary in order to restore mono-

stable operation. The settings on the multi-channel analY3er, 

time-to-amplitude converter ~plifier and biased amplifier were 

not touched except for removing the gate input to the analyser 

and switching from coincidence to rulti-coincidence operation. 

A check on the linearity of the calibration unit was made 

using the method of BAKER et al (1968). The oscillator associated 

with the calibrator was set to 18 MHz and the pulse generator to 

103 pulses per second. The resulting spectru~ was stored and 

displayed on a 1000 channel analyser (Lin~ Systems 290 series) 

which was temporarily substituted for the 100 channel device. 

Figure 5.1.{a) shows the spectrum obtained. The calibrator was 

then removed and the start discriminator input fed from the pulse 

generator (105 pulses per second, 40 mV pulse a~plitude) whilst 

the stop discriminator was fed with pulses from the fast channel 
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Figure 5.1.(a) Spect~~ obtained with the electronic calibration unit. 
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Figure 5.1.(b) Random time spectrum. 
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incorporating the surface barder detector (iu'l-241 alpha. source). 

A rando:n tim:;! separation thus existed bet''Ieell the pul;;0 £;enerator 

and the detector pulses end ttis enabled th8 randOlu tiJO'~ spectrtlin 

shown in Figure 5.1.(b) to be obtained. Th3 same sc~ tings on 

the multi-channel analyser, tDne-to-amplitude converter ~~plifier 

a.nd biased allplifier ,,;ere used for both :neasure:n~nts. 

If the calibrator produced peaks equally spaced in time 

then the total counts in the random time spectru;n obtained by 

summing bet'..;een the positions of ally t'NO adjacent peaks in the 

a.ssociated calibration spectrum should have been identical. 

The set of nine results for the total counts between adjacent 

peaks obtained here showed a standard deviation of ± 0.32 %. 

The summation between the last pair ot peaks lying between 

channels 750 and 900 was not used as the finaL peak fell very 

close to the end of the range of the time-to-awp1itude conv~rter • 
• 

The uncertainty tor eaeh summation was less than ± 0.24 % made 

up of a statistical uncertainty of ± 0.13 1> and an uncertainty 

in determining the position of the centroid of the peaks in the 

calibration spectrum of less than ± 0.2 %. Thus the calibration 

unit produced a set of pea.'{s e1ual1y spaced to an accuracy of 

better than ± 0.5 %. Since the oscillator fre'1uency used could 

be determined to an accuracy of better than 0.001 %, the basic 

accuracy of calibration using this calibration unit was taken to 

be ± 0.5 %. 
All the delayed coincidence measurements were performed 
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. usinG the 100 channel analyser and thus the calibration had ta 

be done on that machine as well. Due to the small nwaber of 

channels the positions of the calibration peaks could not be 

deter.nined to the same deeree of accuracy as on the 1000 channel 

device. To overco~e this each calibration was carried out at 

three different oscillator fre:luencies thus yielding throe calibration 

spectra. The centroid of each peak, in the region of interest 

(ie. covering the delayed coincidence spectrum), in each spectrum 

was then det~rmined. A least squares fit (Apptmdix .A, progra;l (i» 

was then applied to extract the best straight line from the pairs 

of data points (centroid position, delay) and from a knowledge of 

the oscillator frequency the calibration in ns per channel calculated. 

The accuracy of this figure was taken as ± 0.5 -;, uflless the three 

calibration results from the three spectra sho'lied a standard 

deviation greater than this in wr~ch c~se the latter figure was 

used. 

The time calibration of the time-to-a~plitude converter was 

carried out after each delayed coincidence measure:nent and where 

measurements were made in immediate succession the average of the 

calibration before and after measurement was taken. The st&ndard 

deviation of these t~ofigures was used for the calibration if 

greater than the figure calculated in the above paragraph. For 

much of the work the calibration results were found to be consistent 

to within ± 0.5 % over periods up to a week. 

By exprunding a small region of the calibration spectrum using 
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the binsed e.mplifiE'r the f\·,h:n of the calibration pea.ks ..... as found 

to be 0.7 ns. 

ibl Cali.Qr..f!,t~d_d!ilEY_c!lb1.e.§. 

Two Hnr"lofe1l 2000 series delay u.."1i ts type 2046A were used 

for calibrating the time scale of the UlllJodifioo. (no.rro\{ rnnt;e) 

time-to-aroplitude converter. Each unit consisted of a set of 

eleven separate pre-calibrated delay cab1e3, the length of cable 

and hence the delay introduced into the system being switch 

selected. The positions of the delay units in the measure~ent 

syste~s were as in Figures 3.3.(a) and 3.3.(b). 

During calibration the fast amplifier outputs were dis-

connected from the two fast channels and the inputs to the two 

channels were then fej from a co:n;non pulse generator (!lE 6591). 

The positions of the pulseI' peaks (in terms of a channel n~Jber) 
• 

were found for a series of inserted delays covering the ranee of· 

the time-to-amplitude converter. A graph was then plotted of 

inserted delay against pulser peak channel number ~~d the calibration 

(ns per char~e1) obtained fro~ its slope. 

The accuracy of delay calibration was chee:-(ed using a 30 em 

rigid air line (General Radio GR874-L3Q). With the system set 

up for calibration and the biased amplifier on KIO (thus expanding 

a selected region of the time scale) a pulser peak .las obtained 

with the delay unit set for least delay (switch position (1». 
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. On s'.\'itching to position (2) an additional delay of about 1 ns 

was introduced producing a second pulser peale at a lower chsnnel 

number. The separation bet'ween these two peaks, in terms of 

number of channels, was found and from the given calibration 

figures the calibration over that region of the time scils found. 

This was repeated for the other adjacent switch positions and 

the meancclibration over the ree;ion covered by the delay unit 

calculated. The delay unit was again set for least delay and 

a pulser peak obtained. The'30 cm air line was then introduced 

into the channel containing the delay unit and a second pulser 

pea.k obtained. From a knowledge of the separation between 

these two peaks and the delay introduced by the air line 

(1.0036 ± 0.0018 DS) the calibration was found. This was rep3ated 

for the other switch pOSitions on the delay unit and the mean 

caIibration determined. The calibratibn using the delay unit 

was fotUld to be 5fo lower than that using the air line. No 

figures for the calibration accuracy of the delay unit were given 

by the manufacturers. Because of this and the fact that more 

consistent results were obtained for the calibration between 

the pairs of peaks using the air line than using the delay unit, 

it was assumed that the air line calibration was the more accurate 

figure. The air line became available about a year after the 

work using the ~~odified converter had been completed and it 

could not therefore be used to give direct calibration. 
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. Accordingly the calibra.tion fibUres previously obtd.ncd uslng 

the delay unit \.;ere increased by 5,~. The accuracy of calibration 

was taken as ± 5~. No attempt was made to improve on tr~s figure 

as no actual measurements of half-lives were made using the 

unmodified converter. 

5.2. TIHE-TO-lh,iPLITUD:<": CO:;VERTER PERF'JRilA.t'lCE 

The two most import~lt performance figures of a time-to

amplitude converter are the intrinsic time resolution and the 

differential non-linearity. The former is usually defined as 

the width (~~hm) of the time distribution obtained when both 

start and stop inputs are fed from the s~e signal source, whilst 

the latter is a measure of the deviation of the time ,~idth of 

any channel ,d th respect to the mean time width of all the channels. 

This latter may be determined by using tOilO uncorrelated (in time) 

signals as the start and stop inputs. A random time spectr~u 

then results, the number of counts in any channel being proportioal 

--to ·the time "tl::1th of that channel.. In this work the stop signal 

was obtained from the surface barrier detector (Am-24l alpha source) 

and the start signal from a pulse generator. 

With the present apparatus access was not possible to the 

time-to-amplitude converter start and stop inputs as the two fast 

discriminators "lere permanently connected to them. Instea.d the 
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start and stop sif,'l1als ~"ere fed to the "ppropric.t,!,! discrir.1icntor 

inputs and thus the follmdng performance figures relate to the 

time-to-fu~plitude converter conbined with the fast discriminators. 

{a1 Ih2. gOQiii~d_cQnveIt!ir 

The random tilne spectrwn obtained in Section 5.1 and 

illustrated in Figure 5.l(b) was used to obtain the differential 

--non-linearity. Over the region A-A the mean time ..... idth of the 

channels (expressed as counts) was 6968 end the maxi:nu:n deviation 

ot the time width of any of the channels in this renee from the 

mean was 346. Thus the maxi~w~ differential non-linearity over 

this region ''las ± 5%. Over the region A-B the figure was ± 3.6%. 

The figure of 0.7 ns quoted in Section 5.1 for tho fwhm of the 

calibration peaks was t~~en as the intrinsic time resolution 

of the converter. 

lb1 Th~ Jinmogiii!id_c.9.nye.r:t!ir 

Figure 5.2.(a) shows the random time spectru:n obtained 

using the ~odified converter (the peak between channels 90 end 

95 extended to 17152 counts). Ov'er the region 1 .. -I.. the maximulU 

differential non-linearity was ± 20% whilst in the region B-B 

it was ± 9;"t. In the delayed coincidence results obtained ,dth 

this converter most of the counts fell in the range B-B. The 

intrinsic time resolution was 100 ps for input pulse nmplitudes to 

the discriminators of great9r then 40 mV. 
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Figure 5.2.(a) Random time spectrum obtained using the uncodified 
tiroe-to-~~plitude converter. 
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For 0.11 the delayed coincidence m.easurements using the 

modified t:tra9-to-amplitude converter the mea.surement syste:n of 

Figure 3.3.(a) 11'aS used. D2 was the surface barrier detector 

and vTas housed in the vacuu:n chamber on detector l-.older (b) 

(Figure 4.3.{a»). The front face of the detector was positioned 

in approximately the same pl~e as the outer face of the source 

valve assembly. The Ge(Li) detector VI 'Nas positioned with its 

front face adjacent to the surface barrier detector. The source 

under study was sand ... riched bet;"een these two detectors, the 

source backing plate being towards Dl to prevent absorption of 

the ~lpha particles before they reach D2. The spacings betVleen 

the front faces of the ti-lO detectors and the source ,,,ere then 

approximately 2 :'1..1"il and 7 IILll respectively for D2 end Dl. '1 he 
• 

vacuum cha!Ilber '-78.S here used only as a convenient means of holding 

detector ,D2. Only one of the five gain stages of the fast amplifier 

in the stop channel was used whilst three stages in the start 

channel fast amplifier were employed. The delay in the start 

channel was provided by two Hal'l'lell ~'OOO series delay units type 

2l05A (fine delay) and ,type 2l04A (course delay) togGtt,er with 

a 29 m length of co~~ial cable (approximate delay 95 ns). The 

total delay thus introduced, relative to any delay in the stop 

channel, was approxi~ately 175 ns. This delay was used to 
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shift the delayed coincidence spectra to"','ar-is lower cr.!!.nnel 

numbers (0-70 approximately) and enabled the higher channels 

(75-90 approximately) to be used for storing chance coincidences 

simultaneously with the delayed coincidence spectra. Such ch!U1ce 

coincidences arise due to the possibility of those start and stO? 

signals which are rarldomly distributed in ti!lc producing an output 

from the time-to-o,;npli tude converter. These coincidences were 

subtracted, channel by channel, from the observed coincidences 

in the delayed coincidence spectruru in order to obtain tho spectrum 

due to the wanted coincidence events. A measurcmen t ~!as made 

to investigate the dist~ibution of chance coincidences over most 

of the range of the time-to-amplitude convert~r by insortine a 

large &dditional delay (about 300 ns) into the start ctannel 

which shifted the delayed coincidence spectrwn being studied at 

that time (59.6 keV level of Np-237, see later) to below about 

channel 20. The counts recorded in the higher chc.!'ll:c15 were 

thcn due to the chance overlapping of start &nd stop siena.ls. 

The resulting distribution was found to have a definite slope, 

the chance coincidences increasing with decreu.se in c: .. wme1 nu..abcr. 

The actual increase was 12% over the 100 channels and could not 

be accounted for by the non-linearity of the time-to-amplitude 

converter. A repe&ted measure:nent but with a much higher true 

coincidence rate (about 18 times greater) yielded a slope of 33,t. 
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In deter~ining the chrLnce coincidences under th,;; delayed coincidence 

spectI'Ulll-- this increase was taken into account (Appendix A, program 

~ii», the figure of l2~ being used where the true coincid~nce 

rate in any channel in the delayed coincidence spectru.:n d.ia not 

exc'~ed e per ninute and the figure of 33% used for true rates 

above 8 per minute but below 140 per minute. Tho effect of 

neglecting this correction al togetl:er Hould have resulted in a 

. change of not more th~~ 0.5% in the final results obtained for tte 

hn.1f-lives studied in this work. The oethod used here for 

correcting for chance coincidences was considered to be better 

than first recording the delayed coinCidence spectruJI rmd then 

inserting a large delay into the start channel and recording t1:~ 

chul1~e coiLcidences as the experimental conditions EUld the 

enviro~~ent (eg. electrical interference) could change during 
• 

the time period bet~een taking the two spectra, especially when 

longrun ·ti~es are considered. A disadvantage of the method 

used ~lTas the small number of channels ava.ilable to accunulate 

the chance coincidence data. 

The apparatus ",as m:i tched on end allm'lcd to settle do .... n 

for a period of at least 24 hours before any measurements were 

made. Before each measurement the bias currents of the tunnel 

diodes in the bro fast discrimnators i\'ere adjusted to give 

monostable operation. This was done ",ith the aid of an 
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oscilloscope conn8ctod to the output of the essocitit.~rl pulse 

stretcher. The bics levels were set as low 8S possible consistant 

",i th no spurious triggering on noise pulses. To set the sinGle 

channel analysers to select the energies of interest the fol101:in;; 

method ,,:as used. The outputs froUl the sinGle chani1(~l I::..nalY3er.3 

to the t'"o inputs on the slo'''' coincidence unit ",ere removed end 

the two inputs on tee coincidence unit connect.ed togetLer and to 

the output of the sinble chcnnel analyser lli~der ndju3truent. 

The signal feeding this analyser was also routed to U.s biaseJ 

amplifier end stretcher input, the previous connection to thnt 

input being removed. vii th the gn te input to the multi-channel 

analyser removed and the ga.te SNitch on anti-coincidence the 

energy spectrum was displayed and the biased auplifier used to 

expnnd. the region of the spectn;;n to be selected. The gate 

B"dtch was then set to coincidence and the gate input reconnected. 

The single channel analyser controls were then adjusted so that 

the displayed spectrum showed only those energies wr~ch were to 

be selectEd. Finally the single channel anulyser controls were 

locked in position and the system recop~ected as in Fi~ure 3.3.(a). 

To extract the half-life of the excited state under measurement 

from the delayed coincidence. spectrum obtained/a least squnres 

fit was made to the pairs of data points (coincidences, channel 

number) on the positive slope side of the spectra. To deteroine 
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tho range of data points to be used, Ci graph ..... us first plotted 

of log (coincidences) D.gainst ehf ... nn?l nwnber for each delteyed 
~ I 

coincidence spectruJill from v,hleh the linear reGion on the fJositivc 

slope side " .. as found (scatter in the da~a points set the limit 

on the lOH8st channel to be included). All the data points 

falling in the linear region of the spectru;n, as seen froln the 

-graph, were then used, the only exceptions being the data in 

those channels which occasionally malfunctioned above a certain 

stored co~~t. This spurious data was easily recognisable as it 

exl:.ibited itself either as zero stored counts or cs a much larger 

r.tJlllber of counts than ","ould be expected. Channel 54 was the 

cr~ef offender. The least squares fit calculations were carried 

out on Ci computer (Appendix A, program (ii». 
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in Np-2"17 

From the simplified de-cay scherue for Am-241 sho'tlIl 1.'1 FiOlre 

5.3.1.(a) (Nuclear Data Sheets B, VoltLllC 6, Number 6, 1971) it 

can be seen that the 59.6 keV excited state of Np-237 is fed 

mainly by the 5.486 14eV (86%) alpha brunch from the decay of 

Am-241. The state de-excites by El trbl1sitions of 5:;.6 kE':V er.d 

26.4 kE'V, both being e.ppreciably internally converted. 

The Am-241 source used was obtained from the Radio Che~icnl 

Centre, .:.mershaLl a..'1d was code Ill..li.lber .h:1n14. The source consisted 

of a thin layer of Arn-24l deposited by VaCtUlll sublir..l£<tion on to 

a ligttly oxidize~ stainless steel disc of thiciness 0.5 mm. 

The di~eter of the active area was 7 ~~ and tho quoted activity 

6 3xlO disintegrations per minute. Figures 5.3.1.(b) and 5.3.l.(c) 

• respectively show the energy spectra of g~a rays ~1 alpha 

particle·s emitted from this source. The former spectrum was 

analysed using the 1000 channel multi-channel analyser (Link 

Systems) in order to obtain sufficient energy resolution over 

a wide energy range \llhilst in the latt.er the biased waplifier 

was used (x20 expansion) in conjunction with the 100 channel 

analyser to expand the region of the alpha particle spectrum around 

5.5 11eV. It should be noted that this alpha energy spectrum was 

obtained with a source-detector separation of about 4 cm und \I'i th 

th9 spuce between.source and detector IDlder vacuum. In the 
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Figure 5.3.1.(c) Part of the alpha particle energy spect~~ of Am-241. 
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follOi'ling delayed coincidence mc:.tsurements the source-detoctor 

seps-ration was only 2 nun and the system WiiS not evacunted. 

Consequently the enerGY resolution vras seriously deGraded compared 

. with th.::.t sr.own in Figure 5.3.1. (c), the actual figure being 

about 120 keV rwr~. 

For the delayed coincidence meusurements on the 59.6 keV 

level the single chwme1 analyser in the gnl!lffiD. channel \'/as set to 

accept ga~nas in the ener~' range 55 keV to 63 keV whilst the 

analyser in the alpha channel accepted alphas with energies above 

5 MeV. These figures were obtained by feeding the output of the 

pulser (NE 6591), calibrated in terras of energy, into the test 

inputs on the preamplifiers \·,hr:lll setting up the single chc.nnel 

analysers. 

Table 5.3.(0.) gives a summary of the results obtained from .. 
four measurement runs and Figure 5.3.1. (d) 8ho\ .... s an example of 

one ~f the delayed coincidence spectra (15.8.72 (5». The figures 

for T1. in tena.s of cht.nnels ,,;ere deter;n.ined using a ch[Jlce slope 
z 

of 33%. The error in T1 was found from the error in the associated 
2 . 

chance coincidences per channel together with the error in the 

chance slope (taken to be ± 50%). The calibration frequency 

figures have an error of 0.001%. The mean of the four figures 

for T~ in ns was (68.5 ± 0.4) nSf 
.2 

In order to establish the overall system time resolution nt 
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.T.l = 68.1 ± q. 7 ns 
.3 
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Figure 5.3.1.(d) Deh.yed coincidence spectru..'Jl shm"ing th'3 half-life 
of the 59.6 keV excited state in Np-237. 
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energies si:nilar to those selected in the above deteriilimltion, 

a prompt spectrum was obtained using a Th-228 source (R.C.C.). 

Figure 5.3.l.(e) shows the decuy scheme of Th-228 (Nuclear 

Data Sheets B, Volume 1, Nlli~bar 5, 1971). Coincidences 

were recorded between the 5.311 I,reV alpha pa.rticles fro:n Th-:?28 

and the 84.5 keV gruruna rays emitted on de-excitation of the 

84.5 keV excited state of Ra-224. The lmlf-life of U.is level 

has been measured to be 0.75 ns. The source used for this 

measurement was very ina.ctive (c:.bout 10 nCi) ru1d this coupled 

with the fact that the 84.5 keV transition is higr~y internally 

converted (c:< = 17) led to the use of the long me::sure:n'>llt period 

of 67 hours. Inspection of Figure 5.3.l.(f), the gfu~na ray 

energy spectrum from the source, sho~· .. s that no line at 81.5 1:eV 

is resolved.' The sinble channel analyser in the gamma. channel 

waS therefore set to accept b~~as fro~ the region of tto spectrwn 

where the 84.5 keV line would be expected. The analyser in the 

alpha channel accepted all alphas above an energy of 1 r1eV. 

The resulting prompt spectru:ll is sho .... 'Il in Figure 5.3.1.(e). 

The time resolution (~~r~) was 8 ns and the apparent system ha1f

life, found from the positive slope side of the spectrun, was 3 ns. 

For this ~easurement the biased ~p1ifier was set to X5 expansion 

and the calibration was 1.24 ns per channel. This measurement 

also gave some idea of the long tem time stability of the system. 

Tho same source (Th-228) was also used to obtain coincidences 
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40 50 60 
CHANNEL NU:'Il3ER 

Figure 5.3.1.(g) Pro~pt coincidence spectrum obtained when analysing 
the 84.5 keV excited state of Ra-224. 
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bet'lveen the 5.4-47 :·leV alpha particles fro:n Ita-224 Cilld the 241 keV 

gamma ra.ys emitted on de-excitation of the 241 keV level in 

P~-220 (Fi5~re 5.3.l.(e». The pro:npt spectTQ~ obtained at 

these energies is shm<in in Figure 5.3.1. (h). The time resolution 

(!,,,rr.!!ll) was 4 ns and tho apparent half-life, obta.ined from the 

linear region on the positive slope side of the spectrwJ, vIas 

1.6 ns. The measurement period ~~s 21 hours. 
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Figure 5.3.l.(h) Prompt coincidence spectrun obtained when analysing 
the 241 keV excited state of Rn-220. 
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in Pa-2~3 

From the simplified decay scheme for Np-237 aho\'!ll ill Figure 

5.3.2.{a) (Nuclear Data Sheets B, Volume 6, llurJbcr 3, 1971) it 

can be seen that the 86.5 keV excited state of PC-233 is fed 

pa.rtly by the 4.787 1-1eV (47':&) alpha brrulch fro:n the decay of 

Np-237 and partly by grun:na decay from higher cner;;:y levols in 

pa-233. The state de-excites by El transitions of 86.5 keV 

and 29.6 keV, both being appreciably internally converted. 

The Np-237 source used ... :as prepared fro;a a solution in 

3N HN03 (R.C.C. code NGS 2). The solution was evaporated (t.ad 

burned in on a 1 mm thick stainless steel backing. The diameter 

of the active area was 7 ~ and the source activity ~as approx-

imately 1 )-lCi. Due to the appreciable thickness of the deposited 
.. 

layer the alpha energy spectrum showed strong tuiling to"lard3 

lo",rer energies. The energy spectru:n of gamma rays emitted from 

the source is shown in Figure 5.3.2.(b). The four lines above 

channel number 750 result from transitions in U-233, the daughter 

product of Pa-233. 

A S"U.'Illllary of the re5ults obt",ined. from four measurement 

runs on the 86.5 keV excited state of Pa-233 is shown in Table 5.3.(b). 

For measurement 22.11.72 (1) no enereY restrictions were imposed 

other than those set by the two fast discriminators (the alpha 
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channel S.cc8pte::i energie,'3 n.bove about 100 kcV 0\1(1 the E.:8:ruIUl 

channel energies above about 20 keV). Th~ delayed coincid·:mcG 

spectrum obtained from this measurement 1s sho· .. m in Figure 5.3.2.(0) 

and exhibits pro~?t and d~layed parts. For measure~ents 23.11.72 (1) 

and 24.11.72 (1) the single cr.onnel analyser in tho ga:n:n~ c}1;:..l1pel 

was set on tho 86.5 keV gamma line only. Figure 5.3.2.(d) ShO:~~3 

the delayed coincid€'nce spectrum re~;ul tina from measurement 

23.11.72 (1) end as can be seen the prompt part of Figure 5.3.2.(c) 

is virtually absent. Measurement 29.11.72 (1) was similar to 

the previous t·.ro measurements except th5.t nIl additional restriction 

on the alpha particle energies selected ~as introduced. The 

single channel cnalyser in the alpha channel was set to accept 

alpha particles with energies lying bet·..:eGn approxi:nately 3.4 ;'!cV 

and 5 j·leV. The figures for Tl in ter~s of channels in Ta~lc 5.3.(b) 
'2 

1/ 

were deterlllined using a chance slope of 12%. Other com.lIents 

similar to those relating to Table 5.3.(a) can be made. The 

mean of the four figures for T! in ns was (37.7 ± 0.2) ns. 

To investigate the origin of the prompt part of the delayed 

coincidence spect~ sho1m in Figure 5.3.2.(c) measure~ents 

were made with the single channel analyser in the gamma channel 

set to accept energies corresponding to the K~ X-rays from Pa 

(90 keV - 102 keV). An eX~Jple of one of the spectra obtained 

is sho~~ in Figure 5.3.2.(e). For this measurement the biased 

amplifier was set'for 15 exp~sion giving a time calibration of 
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COUNTS 

10 20 40 (jJ 70 
CHANNEL NU:·lBER 

Figure 5.3.2.(c) Delayed coincidence spectrum obta.ined with no 
energy rest~ictions (Np-237 source). 
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Figure 5.3.2.(d) Delayed coincidence spectr~ sho~ing the half-life 
of the 86.5 keV excited state in Pa-233. 
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20 40 60 
CHMNF.L !lUABE:R 

Figure 5.3.2.{e) Coincidence time spectrum of the Pa K~ X-rays 
measured in COincidence with 3.4-5 MeV alpha particles. 
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1.24 ns per channel. This SfJ8Ctrtl'U ho.d C. f',ll'l.ll of 6.2 11S and 

the positive slope side gave ~n apparent half-life of 3.1 ns. 

The corresponding figure for the negative slopa side was 0.8 ns. 

These figures were sufficifJutly close to those obtained when 

lLl'lalysing the 84.5 keV excited state of Rn-22·1 (Section 5.3.1.) 

to suggest that the sha.pe of the prompt part of the spect.rum was 

here determined by th9 me~suremcnt syste~. These fiGures ,.,erc 

thus taken to give the time resolution of the system at these 

energies. 
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Bias and Discriminator Threshold 

Using the Np-237 source and the same a~~aratus settings as 

used in the measure~ent describeu in the last paragraph of Section 

5.3.2., the shape of the prompt spectrum was investigated c) as 

a function of Ge(Li) detector bias and b) as a function of the 

ga~~a channel fast discriminator threshold level, the spectra 

obtained being presented in Fiv~ros 5.3.3.(a) and 5.3.3. (b)respect

ively. Table 5.3.(c) s~~arlses so~e of the information obtnined 

fro~ these spectra. In order to quote the discr~ninator tr~eshold 

level in terms of equivalent energy deposited in the detector, 

use was made of a pulser (NE 6591) calibra.ted in energy. In 

the table f";Jl/lOm and fo,d/100m are the full width of the spectI'UJl 

at 1/10 a~d 1/100 of the maxi~um height respectively, whilst Tl(p) 
. . ~ 

and T~(n) respectively refer to the apparent half-life found from 
z 

the positive and negative slope sides of the spectra.(the regions 

where the slopes were approximately linear were used). The calib-

r~tion was 1.24 ns per channel. The pulses delivered to the fast 

discriminators r...ud &ppro:d.Llate risetimes of 10ns and ?fJ DS for 

the alpha end gamma channels respectively. The signal to noise 

ratio (signal referred to the K X ray lines, noise peak-to-pe~: 

as seen on a 100 11Hz bandwidth oscillozcope) was about 6:1 in the 

gamma channel. ThE> figure fer the alpha chonnel " .. as about 100:1. 
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. (a) 

?fJ 40 

(b) 
(c) 

,20 ?fJ 40 50 
CHANNEL NU:1BER 

Figure 5.3.).(a) Variation of prompt spectrum shape with Ge(Li) bias. 
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Figure 5.3.3.{b) Variation of prompt spectrum shape with d1scri~inator 
threshold level. 
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5. ").4. Ti:r:e Ste.bHlty of th~ qystera 

In order to measure thc time stubility of tho system the 

outputs from thc tvlO fast a:nplifiers were tU1coupled from the inputn 

to the start and stop channels ll.."ld a common pulser (NE 6591) used 

to feed these channels. This pulser ,,:as trigeered fro:n a second 

pulse generator operating at a repetition rute of c-pproximately 

1.5 pulses per second. A run time of 13 hours was us,~d and gave 

a time spectrum with a fwbm of 1.4 ns. The biased ruJ.)lifier 

was set for X10 expansion and the a~plitude of the pulses at the 

discrillli.nator inputs was approximntely tdce the discrimtnator 

threshold level. 
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For the delayed coincidence measurements using the unmodified 

tiille-to-ffinplitude converter both the measuremont syste~s shovm 

in Figures 3.3. (a) and 3.3. (b) were used. D1 ~d D2 were 0.5 mm 

and 1.0 rom sensitive depth Si(Li) detectors respectively. These 

two detectors were mounted in the vacuum chamber on detector 

holder (a) (Figure 4.3.(a) and throuGhout all the measureraents 

were cooled to-liquid nitrogen temperature. The source under 

study was sandwiched bet',oleen the tl>IO detectors, the source-detector 

separation being about 3 rnm. The chamber ",'as evacuated to pr'3ssurcs 

be10"1 10-3 mm Hg. \~ith the measure:nent system of Figure 3.3. (a) 

only one of the five gain stages of each of the fast amplifiers 

was used, v:hilst with the system 6r Figure 3.3.(b) all five stages 

were employed. The delay in the stnrt channel was provided by 

two HaI"l.Y'el1 2000 series delay units type 2046ll. end enabled the 

delayed coincidence spectra to be shifted towards the middle of 

the time scale of the time-to-alllpli tude converter. Th~ setting 

up of the apparatus prior to each measurement run was similar to 

. --that -described in Section 5.3.. A bias voltage of 150 V was 

used for both detector~. 
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The decay scheme for Hg-203 is shown in Ficure ·5.4.1. (a.) 

(Nuclear Data. Sheets B, Vo1uIue 5, Number 5, 1971.). Tho 27) keV 

excited state in Tl-203 is fed by tho 212 keV (-;:t100/~) beta br£t!lch 

from the decay of Hg-203. The state de-excites by n transition 

of energy 279 keV, the K shell conversion coefficient for this 

transition being 0.16. The half-life of the 279 keV level has 

been measured to be 0.278 ns. 

203 
Hg 

80 

r' , 
0.212~, 
( 100%) " 

5/2 - 46.6 dc.ys 

, , -----~-~219 3/2 + 0.273 ns 
, 

0.491---" , 
«0.004%) , , 

:'41 +" E2 
o 

~------~-------• 
1/2 + 

203 stable 
T1 

81 

Figure 5.4.1.(a) Decay scheme for Hg-203. 

The Hg-203 source used for the delayed coincidence measure-

ments was prepared from mercuric acetate in aqueous solution 

(R.C.C. code :ms 2). The source, an evaporated deposit on an 

alum1niu..'Il foil backing, had an activity of the order of 40 rCi. 

Figure 5.4.1. (b) sho\-rs part of the energy spectrum of beta particles 
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K 
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PULSER 

S1(L1) detector-
0.5 :nlil depth 
150 V bias 
0.5 f''J D.!. + S.D. 
3.6 keVper channel 

. . . 
10 I i 

o 10 20 ?fJ 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

CH1JlNEL Im~'1BER 

Figure 5.4.1.(b) Part of the energy spectrTh~ of beta particles and 
conversion electrons emitted from the Hg-203 source. 
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and convfHsion electrons emitted. from thi.s source. Due to the 

high activity of the source considerable pluse pile-up in the 

shaping allplifiers resulted and this togethor with the fact that 

the source ha.d an appreciable thickness BCCOll.'1ts for tho very 

poor energy resolution exhibited by this spectrwn. another 

ng-203 source specially prepared ~dth recard to obtaining high' 

energy resolution gave a resolution (fwlun) of 3 keV at 264 keV. 

For the delayed coincidence measure;aents on the 279 keV 

level in Tl-203 using the measurement syste~ of Figure 3.3.(0.) the 

single channel analyser in the start channel was set on the K 

conversion line at 194 keV (4E = 22 keV) ~hilst the analyser in 

the stop chromel viewed ·the continuous beta spectru.'ll and accepted 

pulses corresponding to the energy range 155 keV - 165 keN. The 

discriminator threshold levels were set as close to the ba.seline 

as the noise would allow, this level cprrcsponding to an equivalent 

energy deposited in the·detectors of 75 keV and 65 keV for the 

start and stop channels respectively. The signal (referred to 

the K conversion line), noise (peak to peak as seen on .a 100 !-1Hz 

band,ddth oscilloscope) and pulse riseti:nes at the inputs to the 

sta.rt and stop fast discriminators were :JJ mV, 7 mV and 7 ns 

and ?fJ mV, 6 mV and IO'ns respectively. Figure 5.4.1.(c) shQ'.· .. s 

an exa~ple of one of the delayed coincidence spectra obtained. 

The time resolution was 3.6 ns ~~h~ and the late and early slopes 

corresponded to apparent half-lives of 0.69 ns and 0.77 ns 
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T.l = 0.77 ns 
2 

10~--'---'--'--~--~--~--'---~--~~ 

o 10 2O"3fJ 40 50 (fJ 70 80 90 100 

CHAlUlEL NU:1BEfl 

Figure 5.4.1.(c) Delayed coincidence spectrum obtained when analysing 
the 279 keV excited state in Tl-203. 
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, respectively. The spectrura VJl:lS corrected for eLf-nee coincidence:> 

and tl:e .neasura!ucnt period vlas 255 minutes. The f_nlf-life 

found here from the late slope wns over II factor of two greater 

than the value that would be 6xpected if it corresponded to the 

half-life of the 279 keV level (ie. 0.273 ns). Th-c:':: tb: lpecl.ruL: 

of Fig1,ire 5.4.1. (c) [ives the intrinsic time resolution of the 

system at the energies considered here. 

It is clear from the above that the slope method of analysis 

of the delayed coincidence spectrum c~ot be used to eive a 

value for the half-life of the 279 keV level using the present 

measure:nent system. One possible method thnt cm be used to 

extract the half-life is the self co~parison method (BELL et 5,1 

1952). In the work described here this involved first recoruing 

a coincidence curve "Ni til the start fond, ~top chDJ1nels accepting 

'energies as for the above paraeraph and then recording a second 

coincidence curve with the start channel accepting energies 

previously handled by the stop channel and vice-versa. The 

results of two sets of measurements gave a shift betNeen the, 

centroids of the pairs of coincidence curves of (2.23 ± O.Ii.) ns 

(program (iii), Appendix A 'lIas used to cllculo.t~ the positions 

of the centroids). Part of this shift was due to the electronics, 

the finite risetimes of the input pulses causing the fast discr~n

inators to trigger either earlier (change to a higher energy) 

or later (chance to a lower energy). 
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Some idea of this instrWt18ntal tiffio shift was obtained 

by measuring the shift in the position of the coincidence spectrum 

centroid when the start channel single channel analyser was first 

set on the K conversion line and then on the L + j·t lines, the 

stop channel viewing the continuous beta spectrum (155 keV -

175 keV) during the :two measurements. The time shift thus 

obtained was (2.0 ± 0.2) ns and corresponded to an energy change 

of about 73 keV. 

As it could not be assulUf3d that the time shift per unit 

energy change was independent of the energy, the energy dependence 

was investigated by feeding artificial pulses into the system 

(including the detectors) via the preamplifier test inputs. The 

pulses were supplied by two pulse generators (NE 6591 and Hewlett 

Packard model 2138) which were set up to produce pairs of simult

aneous pulses. The amplitude of the· pulses fed into the stop 

channel.were fixed in magnitude and corresponded to an equivalent 

energy deposited in the detector of about 155 keV. The amplitude 

of the start channel pulses was variable. The risetimes of the 

pulses at the discriminator inputs was 11 ns and 10 ns for the 

start and stop channels respectively and the discriminator 

threshold levels corresponded to ~lergies of about 70 keV. 

The positions of the centroids of the pulser pea~s (in terms of 

channel numbers) was found for five values of equivaI.ent energy 

deposited in the start detector (expressed as settings of the 
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T HRtSHOLD LE VEL ( V) 

Figure 5.4.l.(d) Inst~uental t~Je shift as a function of energy. 
t 

start channel single channel analyser, the results being presented 

in graphical for~ in Figure 5.4.l.(d). This clearly shows the 

energy dependence of the time shift. From this graph the time 

shift corresponding to an energy change from the K conversion 

line to the L + M lines was 1.8 ns. This may be compared with 

the figure of 2.0 ns found using the Hg-203 source. 

In the above application of the self co~parison ~ethod the 

start channel single channel analyser threshold level was changed 

from 4.3 V to 3.66 V. From Figure 5.4.1.(d) the corresponding 

9 
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instrumental ti:ne shift was 0.90 ns. AssUc"!ling t~(~ tilDe shift 

in the stop chennel was tho S!l.ille the total instru:nenta1 shift was 

1.8 ns. . The shift in the positions of the centroids, corrected 

for instrumental Shift, was thus 0.4.3 ns and corresponded to a 

half-life of 0.15 ns. The estimated error in this figure w~s 

at least as large as the figure itself in view of the asswuptions 

made above. Figure 5.4.1.(e) sho~s the calibration graph used 

for this 'tlork. 

DELAY 
(ns) 

14 

12 Calibration = 0.256 ± 0.013 ns channel 

10 

·8 

6 

4 

2 

0 

20 40 

ClWUEL NUHBER 

Figure 5.4.1.(e) Calibration graph for the time-to-~plitude 
converter ti~e scale. 

-1 
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Use of the mensure;uent system of Figure 3.3.(1:-) rC5ulted 

in a coincidEnce time spectrum having a fwhm of 8.4 IlS and late 

and early slopes corresponding to apparent half-lives of 2.2 ns 

and 1.9 ns respectively. As no recobnisable encrt~ ~pectru 

were obtained at the outputs of the main amplifiers the single 

chr.nnel a.'1.R.l:{s3!"s in tl'.e slow channels were set to approxima. tely 

half the ma.ximUlil pulse height seen, with a li,IDdow width of E.bout 

20 ~ of this maximuID.. The signal (peak ampli tu.de seen), Doise 

(peak-to-peak) and pulse risetimes at the inputs to the stert lll;d 

stop fe.st discriminators were 80 rnV, 15 mV and 6 ns and 40 rnV, 

15 mV end 8 DS respec~iye1y. The factor of two difference 

between the peak amplitudes seen in the t~;o channels was due 

to the stop detector having tlt,ice the sensitive depth of the 

start detector. 
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The decay scheme for Au-198 is sho~m L~ Figur~.5.4.2.(a) 

(Nuclear Data Sheets B, Volume 6, Number 4, 1971). The 412 keV 

excited state in Rg-198 is fed maLlly by tho 962 keV (99~) beta 

branch fro~ the decay of Au-198. The state de-excites by an E2 

transition of energy 412 keV, the K shell conversion coeffici~nt 

for this transition being 0.03. The half-life of the 412 keV 

level has been measured to be 0.02 ns. 
193 

Au 
79 

2 - 2.7 days 

0.287 (1.0,t) ~-,.-_._-...-_--.:1-=-.• 087 2 + 

'---+-__ ..1-_~0::...:' 412 2 + 0.02 ns 

.. 

198 
Hg 

80 

Figure 5.4.2.(a) Decay scheme for Au-198 

E2 
o 

stable 

o + 

The Au-198 source used for the delayed coincidence measurements 

was prepared from auric chloride in ~~ RCl (R.C.C. code GCS 3). 

The source, an evaporated deposit on an alumini~~ foil backing, had 
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fln activity of the order of 10 jACi. Figure 5.4.2.(b) ShO\v'B part 

of the enerb,{ spect~~ of beta particles and conversion electrons 

emitted from this source. 

For the delayed coincidence Dleasurements on the 412 koV 

level in lIg-198 using the measurement system of Fieure 3.3.(a) 

the single channel analyser in the start cha.nnel ws.s set all the 

K conversion line at 329 keV ~E = 50 xeV) whilst the analyser in 

the stop channel viewed the continuous beta spectrum and accepted 

pulses corresponding to the energy range 430 keV - 560 kcV. Other 

settings were similar to those used in Section 5.4.1.. Figul'e 

5.4.2.(c) shows an ex~ple of one of the delayed coincidence 

spectra obtained. The time resolution was 3.4 ns fwho and the 

late and early slopes corresponded to apparent half-lives of 

1.1 ns and 0.7 ns respectively. These latter t\.;o figures "rere 

obtained rro~ the portion of the spectrum lying between counts 

of 100 and 500. The spectrum was corrected for chnnce coincidences 

and the measurement period was 105 minutes. 

Use of the measurement system of Figure 3.3. (b) resulted in 

a coincidence time spectrum having a fwhm of 4.5 ns and late and 

early slopes corresponding to apparent half-lives of 1.1 ns and 

1.2 ns respectively. The settL~g of the single channel analysers 

was similar to that used in Section 5.4.1. 

The time calibration for these measurement3 was (0.241 ± 0.012) 

ns per channel. 
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Figure 5.4.2.(b) Part of the energy spectrwn of beta particles and 
conversion electrons emitted from the Au-198 source. 
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'2 
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Figure 5.4.2.(0) Delayed coincidence time spectrwn obtained when 
analysing the 412 keV excited state in Hg-198. 
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Deposited in the r~tl?ctors and Slo'tI Chf.1nnel \nndO\'I ~a<!.th 

The time resolution (fv:hill) of the systeill was lueasured llS a 

function of equival€llt ener[,'Y deposited ill the t\·ro detectors by 

feeding the output of a pulsar (NE 6591), calibrated in terms of enerbY', 

simultaneously into the test inputs of the preamplifiers. The fast 

discri:ninators 'vere adjusted to have equal threshold levols. The 

results obtained for tHO discriminator threshold levels are sho",m 

in Figure 5.4.3.(a). Curve (a) corresponds to a threshold level 

3· 

2.0 

1.0 

600 700 
o 

o 100 200 300 500 400 

ENERGY (keV) 

Figure 5.4.3.(a) Time resolution as a function of equivalent energy 
deposited in the two detectors. 
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set as low as possible consistent with negliglb!c tricserinc on 

noise pulses whilst for curve (b) the threshold level ",as set well 

above this mini:nurll value. 

Figure 5.4.3. (b) shO'lIS th~ results obtained by feeding the 

pulser output directly int~ the input of each discrininator, the . 
chnrge sensitive preamplifiers having been previously disconnected. 

The d:iscriminator threshold levels were set at approximately 70 keV. 

Points x and y resulted when noise was added to the discrimL~ator 

input signals by connecting the output of the stnrt channel ch~rge 

sensitive preamplifier in parallel with the pulser output. This 

noise had a peak amplitude corresponding to an equivalent deposited 

energy of about 60 keV. . 

1.4 

twhm 
(ns) 1.2 

• 
1.0 

0.8 
'y 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0 
0 400 

ENERGY (keV) 

Figure 5.4.3.(b) Time resolution of the syste:u less preamplifiers 
as a function of equivalent energy deposited in the two detectors. 

100 200 
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Th~ effect of the slow channel wbd:>'11 width 011 the tine 

resolution was also investigated. Prompt coL,cidence ti~c spectra 

were obtained when analysing the 279 kcV level in Tl-203 for 

three ,.;indo' .... width settings of the sinele channel analyser in the 

stop channel (the analyser viewing the continuous beta spect~). 

The window width on the start channel single channel analyser ".'as 

fixed in value at l2;~. For the settings used (33;~, 25:~ and 6,~) 

it was found that very little variation in resolution (fwhm and 

fwl/lO:n) occurred with window width. However, tho results 

indicated that there was a small advantaGe to be gained as far 

as time resolution was concerned by the use of a narrow windo· .... 

width. 

5.4.4. Time Stabilittpf the System 

• Ths t~~ stability of the system was checked in a similar 

manner to that used in Section 5.3.4. except that the pulser 

output was connected to the test inputs on the preamplifiers. 

A run time of 11 hours was used and resulted in a time spectrwn 

with a fWbm of 1.3 ns. A similar measurement but with a run time 

of only 90 seconds gave the same value. 
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~DISCUS.3IQ.N AND CONCLUS1.9li 

6.1. DISCUSSION OF RESULT~ 

The results obtained with the modified and with the 

unmodified time-to-amplitude converter are discussed separately 

below. 

6.1.1. The l~odified Convert,&! 

A)_Am.-,£41 ~oy'r.Q.e 

Table 5.3.(a) s~arlses the results obtained when 

analysing the 59.6 keV excited state of Np-237. Although the 

four measurements were taken with identical apparutus settL~gs 

it can be seen on considering column three of the table that 

the chance coL~cidences range from 10 to 21 counts per channel 

per hour. The reason for this wide variation is not known 

for certain. A possible explanation is that during measure:nents 

15.8.72 (5) and·15.8~72 (6) electrical interference was picked 

up by the apparatus producing spurious pulses. The building 

in which the work was carried out is known to suffer badly 

from such interference. As a result of this, further measure

ments were taken overnight, where possible, when electrical 

activity in the building might be expected to be at a minimum. . 

Col~~ six of Table 5.3.(a) reveals that during this particular 

series of ~easurements there was appreciable drift in the 

calibration of the system. Again the reason for this is not 
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knm.l'Il a~ there was no dramatic room to;npGrature chunges during 

the measurements and the apparatus had been running for several 

days prior to tho first of these measurements. The mean of 

the results from tho four measurements of the half-life of 

the 59.6 keV excited state in Np-237 was ~.5 ± 0.4) ns. 

Table 6.l.(a) swnmarises the half-life measurements made on 
::'10 

this state. As can be seen the result obtained here is in 

good agreement with recent previous measurements. Only one 

of these measurements made use of a semiconductor detector 

(GARG at al 1971, surface barrier alpha particle detector) • 

.!..bl lh=.22.8_sg,u.!:c.e. 

Figura 5.3.l.(g) shows the prompt coincidence spectrum 

obtaL~ed when analysing the 84.5 keV excited state in Ra-224. 

The ti:ne resolution (fwhm) was 8.0 ps and the late and early 

slopes corresponded to apparent half-lives of 3.0 ns and 

2.1 ns respectively. The comparatively small difference 

bet~leen these Tl. slopes, when compared with those of Figure 
~ 

5.3.2.(e) can be explained by drift in tho conversion gain 

(nsCh-l ) during the long measurement period of 67 hours. 

This gave the long ter.n time stability of the complete system 

as about ± 2 ns. The prompt coincidence spectrum of Figure 

5.3.1 .(h) shows considerably faster late and early slopes of 

1.6 ns and 1.4 ns respectively due partly to the higher energy 
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of the depopulatL"'lg radia.tion (241 keV co:npareJ with 84.5 keV) 

but the late slope is linear only for just over one decade. 

A somewhat faster early slope would be expected when co~parison 

is made with Figure 5.3.2.(e) especially in view of the higher 

ga~~a trensition energy involved. 

Table 5.3.(b) s~narises the results obtained when 

analysing the 86.5 keV excited state in Pa-233. As might be 

expected the number of chance coincidences recorded per channel 

per hour were a function of the side channel restrictions used. 

These ranged from 1.2 for measurement 22.11.72 (1) (no energy 

restrictions except as set by .the fast discriminators) to 0.07 

for measurement 29.11.72 (1) (restrictions on both alpha and 

g8..lll!na energies). Ivieasurements 23.11.72 (1) and 24.11.72 (1) • 
(restriction on gamma energies only) yielded figures of 0.13 

and 0.64 respectively although the apparatus settings were 

identical in the two cases. Advantage is therefore to be 

gained from using side channel restrictions as for measurement 

29.11.72. (I). The mean of the resQlts from the four measure

ments of the half-life of the 86.5 keV state was (37.7 ± 0.2) ns. 

Table 6.1.(b) summarises the previous measurements on this state 

where the depopulating radiation used was the 86.5 keV g~~a ray. 

All these previous measurements used scintillation counters to 
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detect the depopulating radiation and only one of the measurements 

(G}~~G et al 1971) made use of a semiconductor detector as the 

alpha particle detector. The use of scintillation counters 

with their inherently poor enereY resolution ma.de it impossible 

to solely select the 86.5 keV ga~na rays, the Pa ~ X rays (also 

U K.c X rays) from the internal conversion of high energy gam..na 
,~ 

rays being accepted also. The shape of the resulting delayed 

coincidence spectrum in these measurements was then determined by 

more than one half-life. However, as shown here, the use of 

semiconductor detectors with their superior energy resolution, 

automatically overcomes this problem. A further advantage of 

the semiconductor detectors high energy resolution is that much 

narrower side channel windows may be used resulting in a considerable 

reduction in the chance coincidence rate. This in turn improves 

the accuracy of measurement of the half-life under consideration. 

The origin of the prompt component in Figure 5.3.2.(c) is on 

con3ideration of Figur~ 5.3.2.{e) seen to be due to coincidences 

between the 3.4 - 5.0 MeV alpha particles from the decay of Np-237 

and the K X rays (mainly ~) from the internal conversion of 

high energy g~a rays in Pa-233. 

The work of Section 5.3.3. shows that there is little advantage 

to be gained as far as time resolution and slope are concerned by 

the use 6f discriminator threshold levels below the equivalent of 

about 30 keV or Ge(Li) detector bias voltages greater than about 
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500 v, at the radiation energies considered her~. T~ts indicates 

that above about 500 V the detector carrier saturation velocity 

is reached. The early (negative) slopes of the pro~pt spectra 

show no significant variation with either Ge(Li) detector bias 

or discri:ninator threshold. This is to be expected. &s the 

early slope is here almost solely determined by noise jitter, 

I.fthe noise originating mainly from the preamplifier used ,d th . 

the Ga(Li) detector. Pulse shnpe jitter from the surfnce 

barrier detector is negligible due to the shallow depletion 

depth and the large amplitude output signal, this latter also 

ensuring an excellent signal to noise ratio in the alpha channel. 

Thus the contribution· to the time resolution from the alpha 

detector compared with that from the Ga(Li) detector can be 

considered to be negligible. 

The output pulses from the 5 mm sensitive depth Ge{Li) 
it 

detector used here would ideally be expected to have risetimes 

in the approxinate range of 25 ns - 50 ns (Section 2.3.4.). 

After passing through the detector preamplifier lrisetime 20 ns) 

the pulses would have risetimes in the range of 32 ns - 54 ns. 

(The min~un pulse risetime seen on a fast oscilloscope connected 

to the preamplifier was about 30 ns). The effect of this 

riset1me spread can be reduced by use of low discriminator 

threshold settings. From a simple geometrical conSideration, 

assuming pulses riSing linearly with tL~e, the effective time 

spread for pulses with risetimes in the above range would be 
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about 5 ns and 9 ns for CiscrimiulJ. tor thresLold lCVE-'h; of 20 keV 

and 40 keV respectively. But from the results of Section 5.3.3., 

after allowing for noise jitter, it is clear that a large nurllber 

of pulses from the Ge(Li) detector lr.u;>t huve I'isetimes lying 

well outside the above rE.I1ge. The theoretical charge pulse 

~apes presented in Fi&~re 2.3.4.(a) for an ideal detector thus 

do not apply here. The shape distribution of pulses generated 

by gamma rays in planar Ge(Li) detectors has been studied by 

several workers (110SZYNSKI and BENGTSON 1972, STRAUSS et a.l 1967 J 

STRAUSS and LARSEN 1967, BALLAND et a.l 1968). Their work bas 

shown tbat substantial regions near one or both electrodes of 

the detector are orten poorly compensated giving rise to regions 

of low electric field strength. Charge carriers generated by 

the incident radiation in tbese dead layers give rise to pulses 
• 

ha.ving long risetimes. The use of presently uv~ih.ble risetime 

compensated discriminators do not by themselves overcome this 

problem. Pulse sbape selection (Section 3.2.) appears the only 

solution at the present time, but this technique suffers from the 

la.rge disadventage that a high percentage (up to 50 %) of other-

wise usable events must be rejected to achieve coincidence spectra 

witb f&st late slopes over several decades. 
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The delayed coincidence spectnun obtained when analysing the 

279 keV excited state in Tl-203 (Figure 5.4.1.(c), coincidences 

record8d be-tKeen ItO keV bete.s end 194 keV conversion electrons) 

gave a resolution (~/hm) of 3.6 ns and l~te and early slopes of 

0.69 ns and 0.77 ns. The corresponding figures obtained for the 

412 keV state in Hg-198 (Figure 5.4 .• 2.(c), coincidmces recorded 

between 495 keV betas and 329 keV conversion elect.rons) were 

3.4 ns ~Yhn and 1.1 ns and 0.7 ns respectively for the lete and 

early T1 slopes. Tr~s last set of figures is little different 
2 

from the first even though the rcdiations involved were of higher 

energies, but on consideration of Figure 5.4.2.(0) it is s~en 

thnt the l~te and early T! slopes become equal at 0.4 ns in the 

region of the spectrum lying below a count of about 100. The 

shape of these spectra is determined mainly by noise generated 

in the preamplifiers but also, to a much lesser extent, by 

fluctuations in the-pulse shape delivered by the detectors. 

The strong dependence of the spectrum shape on the signal to noise 

ratio present at the d1scrim~ator inputs is clearly seen from 

Figure 5.4.3.(a) and shows the advantage to be gained by using as 

Iowa discriminator threshold level as possible, this being 

particularly true for the lower radiation energies. The resolution, 

fwb:n, as seen !'roln the two curves in Fib'Ure 5.4.3. (a) shows rouGr~y 

an (energy)-l dependence at the lower energies, as might be 
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expected frc~ the rel&tion 0; = o,;/(dV/dt) (Section 3.?) assuming 

output pulses rising linearly with time. The fact that the 

preamplifiers are the main source of noise and hence the main 

contributors to loss of tL~e resolution can be seen on comparing 

Figures 5.4.3.(a) and 5.4.3.(b). A reduction in preamplifier 

noise would decrease time jitter due to noise (Section 3.2.) and 

would enable lower discriminator threshold levels to be used thus 

decreasing the effects of both amplitude nnd risetinle dependent 

walk and may result in a further reduction in noise/'.if the slope 

of the signal at the trieger point is incre~sed. 

Although a very simplified approach was used in the measurement 

of the half-life of the 279 keV st.ate in TI-203 using the self 

comparison method it did serve to illustrate the possibilities 

of this tecrnique. A much more careful study would be needed 
/I 

if any worthwhile measurements were to be made of excited state 

half-lives. The instrumental time shift would have to be aocurately 

determined for both the start and stop channels. This should be 

done using pulses delivered by the detectors rather than, as 

described here, using artificial pulses fed into the preamplifiers. 

Such artificial pulses do not cave the same sbape as those delivered 

by the detectors and in addition their use excludes the effect 

of detector energy dependent time shifts. These instrumental 

time shifts could be considerably reduced if more sophisticated 

timing discriminators such as the constant frection t~~es were to 
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be substituted for the existing leading edge ones. 

Considering the results obt~ined from the measur8ments 

using the system of Figure 3.3.(b), the rapid improvement of t.ime 

resolution with increasing energy suggests that the timing 

performance of the current preamplifiers would be superior to 1~hll.t 

of the charge sensitive type at energies higher thEm those 

considered here. The good time performance is due to the fact 

that the current pulses have a constant risetinle determined by the 

time constants of the detector circuit and the bandwidth of the 

current preamplifiers. As the signal to noise ratio using current 

pre~plifiers is propor~ional to {detector sensitive depth)-l 

(Section 2.3.2.) optimum results would be obtained by matching 

the sensitive depth of the detector to the· range of the incident 

particles, germanium detectors being superior by at least a factor 
• 

of two compared with silicon ones in this respect due to their 

higher stopping power. Wi th such an optimised system t.he time 

resolution using current preamplifiers would be at least comparable 

to that obtained with charge preamplifiers at the energies considered 

here. A serious disadvnntage of this apparatus arrnngement was 

the very poor energy resolution obtainable, estimated to be of 

the order of 50 keV at 200 keV. The lack of energy resolution 

is mainly due to the amplitude of the current pulses delivered 

by the detectors being dependent on the position of the initial 

ionisation relative to the detector collecting electrodes (Section 2.3.2.). 
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This problem can be overcome if a charge sensitive pr0aroplifjer 

is added to each channel to Give the energy signal, as in Figure 

3.~.(a) - c), but it has been found bere that this seriously 

degra.des the time resolution for reasons given in Section.3.2. end 

also because the fast discriminators are fed with a range of 

pulse aoplitudes for a given deposited energy selected by the 

analysers in the slow channels. This latter would necessitate 

the use of some form of construnt fraction discriminator. 

6,2. PClSSIBL ~ F"dTUFJi: 1','ORK 

It is proposed to continue this study of the use of semi-

conductor detectors for short nuclear hnlf-life measurements in 

en ~tte~pt to decrease the lower limit on half-lives that may 

be measured using the Ge(Li)-surface barrier system described 

• here. The effect of adding an amplitude and risetime compensated 

discriminator to the gamma channel will be inYestibated with regard 

to timing performance. The use of pulse shape selection will 

also be considered. A faster and quieter preamplifier could 

-be substituted in the g~~a channel. Replacement of the 

existing surface barrier detector with one of the Si(Li) detectors 

would extend the capability of the system so that a study of 

beta-gamma coincidence measurements could be made. 
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6. -:z:. CO:~CLUSIC;'l ... . -~--

The work reported here 1s a contribution to a better 

knowledge of the use of sel!liconductor dotectors for short hF.t.lf-11fo 

measurements. The results have shOl,'ll tha.t pa.irs of semicondLlctor 

detectors oper&ted in coincidence are capable of good time re~rlutioll 

with simultaneous good energy resolution. Their tine perforwlncl? 

does not, at present, compare favou:rc..bly wi t,h that obtnined froLl 

organic scintillation counters, although the fwhm values are 

close to those obtained from NaI('l'l) counters. Advances in tho 

design of low noise preamplifiers and fast discriminators desi[~ed 

specifically with semiconductor detectors in mind will undoubt-

edly narrow the gap. 

With the present Ge(Li)-surface ba.rr.i~r system it appears 

possible to mensure half-lives down to about 5 ns at bnmIDa energies 

of 90 keV when using the slope method of analysis of the delayed 

coincidence curve and considerably less than this at higher 

energies. The results obtained for the half-lives of the two 

excited states measured illustratES the perfonnance capabil:1ty 

of the system and in the case of the measurement of the 86.5 keV 

state in pa-233 clearly shows the advantage to be gained from a 

system with combined good time and energy resolution. Howevor, 

a serious disadvantage of small volume planar Ge(Li) detectors 

when used for coincidence measurements is their low fUll energ,r 

peak detection efficiency, especially for g~~a energies above 
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about 100 keV. 

The results obtained with the 5i(Li)-5i(Li) system indicate 

that half-lives greater thnn about 2 ns cvn be measur~d at ~O keV 

using the slope met.hod of analysis, whllf:t cureM UBe of the solf 

comparison tecr..niq\le should extend measurements towards short(!)' 

hrrlf-lives by about an order of magnitude at similar enerGies. 

These figures are about an order of ma.cni tude high'3r th~lll th~:3c 

obtainable from using scintillation counters. In addition, 

scintillation counter-magnetic spectrometer combinntiolls show 

energy resolutions at least comparG.ble with the semiconductor 

detector system. Thus there would appear to be little advantage 

to be gained, apart from a better detection efficiency end smaller 

size, from the use of this latter system at the present time. 
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200 onPJT "E'YCITED ~TA,TE LIFETIME pnOGP,AM" 
205 DIM FCI00),DCt00),CCt00) 

2~1 LET Yl,Y2,Y3,Yl,Y2=0 
211'1 PPI"iT 

211 PP.I\JT .. ·.lHAT A~E CHA'-JCE COHJCIDENCES"; 
212 I'JoUT B 
220 on I 'IlT "PO:1 MA'lY P, EADI ~GS DI D YOU MAKE": 

23(1 I'-J0UT P 
232 PPI"lT 
:?3LJ P~I"lT "~1l"1AT IS LO"lEC\T DATA CHANNEL USED" 
236 I "JoUr F 
231 poINT "ilHAT IS CHA'J C E SLO PE." 
238 I"lPUT H 

i 

24(11 P~INT "E'l TEP. CO U\JTS FOLLO:·1ED BY T I ME ~,11 TH A COMMA BET :';EEN" 
241 pnI\JT 

250 FOo L = 1 TO p 
260 J'JD(TT ECL),DCL) , 

265 LET EeL) = ECL) -CR+H*B*C83-CL+F») 
21~ LET EeL) = LOGCECL» 

. 1160 LET YI = Yl + ECL) 
LJf5 LET Y2 = Y2 + ECL)**2 
410. LE.T Xl = 'Xl + DCL) 
LJFO LET.Y2 = 'X2 + DCL)**2 
490 LET Y3 = X3 + DCL)*ECL) 
50,0 N F,YT L 
700, LET At = CP*X3 - Xt*Yl)/CP*X2 - Xl**2) 
710 LET A0 =Yl/P -A 1 *XI /P 
f\00 PR!\JT 
81(11 prHI\IT "THE BEST ST~AIGHT LINE (LEAST SQUARES FIT) IS -" 
f320 oP.II\IT 

830 PRINT .. LO G e co U'J T 5)' = ";Al;" T + ";A0 
PtJ0 ooI\JT 

841 PR I·\J T 
R5(11 LET 
86(11 LFT 
870 LET 

'"HALF LIFE CI:-.l CHA·\JNELS) OF EXCITED STATE ="H~. 693/Al· 
~2 = CY2 - A0*Yl - Al*X3)/CP - 2) 
~3 = 'X2 - Xl**2/ 0 

El = ~2/S3 
FRS o~INT 

886 ppI'lT "STA'JDARD ERROR IN 'HALF LIFE =":Sc;)'RCEl )/0. 693 
897 P'RINT . 

990 STOP 
'995 E'ilD 

I. 
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5 PRIN1 "CENTROI D PROGRAM" 
6 PRINT 
7 PRINT 
610 Pf<INT"NAi1E DATA FILE" 
6~ INt-'UT Nl 
70 0 P E.N NIT 0 1 , I N PUT 
75 DIM XC 1(000),YC 1000) 
810 LE1 1=10 
85 LET 1=1+1 
910 INt-'UT : I,XCI bYC I) 

') 5 I F X ( I) > < 1 Ell TH EN 8 5 
1100 L 1::.1 E= 1- 1 
1 10 5 P R I NT" N UM BE R 0 FOB S E R V A T ION SIS "; E. 
le7 PRINT "wHAT ARE CHANCE COINCI [;ENCES~' 
109 INPUT b 
115 LET 1=0 
1210 Lt.:l F=0 
125 LET 1=1+1 
127 LET Y< 1> . =YCl) - B 
130 LE.T F=CYCI) +Y(I+l»/2 +F 
1 35 1 F I > < E 1 H t:N 1 2 5 
1 L;IO PhI NT "AREA UN DER lH E 01 STRI BUlI ON IS"; F 
1510 LE.T 1=10 
155 LET H=0 
1610 LET 1=1+1 
16~ LE1 H = (X(I)*YCI»/F +H 
170 I F I > < E Tti EN 1610 
175 PFdNT "POSlTION OF X CO-ORDINATE OF CENTROID IS";H 
180 PklNT 
190 END 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

TIMING WITH Si(Li) SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS 

R. J. BISHOP 

School of Physics, Kingstoll Poly technic, Kingston IIpon Thallles, Englllnd 

Received 12 May 1971 

Experimental results are reported of the time resolmion obtainable from a pair of Si(Li) semiconductor detectors operated in 
. coincidence. 

The inherently good timing characteristics and 
energy resolution of narrow depletion depth semi
conductor detectors make them attracti ve for use in 
many types of coincidence experiments. This report 
describes the results of an experimental investigation 
into the timing performance obtainable from a pair 
of Si(Li) semiconductor detectors operated in coin
cidence. 

The delayed coincidence circuit used for the measure
ments employed a I mm depletion depth Si(Li) 
detector in one channel (the "start" channel) and a 
similar detector but of 0.5 mm depth in the other. 
Both detectors were of 50 mm2 area and were cooled 
to liquid nitrogen temperature. The problem of extrac
ting the timing signal without degradation of the 
system energy resolution was overcome by the use of 
fast charge sensitive preamplifiers (1 r = 6 ns) similar 
to those described in ref. I. Leading edge triggering was 
used with no cornpensation for amplitude dependent 
walk. The discriminator threshold level was set as 
close to the baseline as the noise would allow, this 
level corresponding to an equivalent energy deposited 
in the detectors of about 90 keY. 

Jhe prompt coincidence curve obtained when 

2.10' 
Count$ 1\ 

1c5 I \ 
- / . 4 . 5t\1 

I 
I 
I 
J 

16 
0 15 20 

T'm(> (ns) 

Fig. t. Prom!)t coincidence curve obtained when analysing the 
279 keY excited state of 203Tl. 

331 

ana lysing the 279 keY excited state of 203TI is shown 
in fig. I. The measured fwhm is 4.5 ns and the slope 
corresponds to a half-life of 1.2 ns. For thi s meas
urement one of the slow channels was set on the K 
internal conversion line at 194 keY, the other channel 
viewing the continuous beta spectrum and accepting 
pulses corresponding to the energy range 
160 keV- 180 keY. The energy resolution obtainable 
was 3 keY at 194 keY. A simi lar measurement on the 
412 keY excited state of 198 Hg yielded a fwhm of 
3.3 ns and a slope of 0.8 ns. The slow channel settings 
used were 329 keY (K conversion line) and 430 keY 
(continuous beta spectrum) with an acceptance window 
of 130 ke V. Fig. 2 shows the time resolution of the 
system measured as a function of equivalent energy 
deposited in the two detectors. The data for curve (a) 
was taken by simultaneously feeding the output 
of a ' pulser (r r = 8 ns) into the test input of each 
preamplifier and that for curve (b) by feeding the 
pulser output directly into the input of each discrimina
tor, the charge sensitive preamplifiers having been 
previously disconnected. The main contribution to the 
fwhm of the prompt curves obtained can be attributed 
to preamplifier noise. This can be seen on comparing 

4 ·0 

FWHM 
([\5) 

30 

20 

10 ----- (b) 

0 I()() >00 300 400 >00 600 
Energy(k~V) 

Fig. 2. Time resolution as a function of equivalent energy 
deposited in the two detectors: (a) whole sys tem, (b) whole 

system less prea mplifiers. 
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curves (a) and (b) of fig. 2. A rcduction in noise woulJ 
enable lower discriminator threshold levels to be lIsed 
thus decreasing both amplitude and risc-time depen
dent walk. 

The use of fast current preamplifiers (1, = 3 ns) 
in place of the charge sensitive oncs was also examined. 
In this case the slow channel signal was derived by 
feeding the fast Olltput pulses from the preamplifier 
through a pulse strctcher. Analysis of the same two 
excited states yielded prompt CUf\'CS with fwhm of 
8.1 ns and 4.3 ns respectively for 203'n and 1<)8 Hg. This 
rapid improvement in time resolution with increasing 
energy suggests that the timing performance of the 
current amplifier would be superior to that of the 
charge sensitive type at energies highcr than those 
considered here. The energy resolution obtained with 
this arrangement was poor being abollt 50 keY. At 
least an order of magnitude improvement can be 
achieved by adding a charge sensitive preamplifier to 

each channel to give the encr!!)' si~l\al~) hilt this. 
depending on the desi)!n (rise-time. told input 
capacitanl'c) of the charge amrlilier. ~:an call~e a sig
nificant worsening of the time rcsolution. 

The results of these measurements show that fast 
timing is possihle with a pair of Si(Li) detcl'tors uscd 
in conjunction with charge scnsiti\c prl'alllplifkrs at 
energics of :!()O keY and ahove with SiIllUIt,1I1C()llS good 
energy resolution. An applicati(Hl of this sy~lem whkh 
is currently being in\'c~tigated i~ that of c:\citcd I1l1dcar 
state lifetime measurement. Thc determinati()(1 of life
times greater than about 2 llS at :!OO keV and consider
ahly less tl1:ln that at higher energies appl.'ars 
to be possible. 

ncfcrenCl'S 

1) I. S. Sherman and R. G. Roddkk. 1[[[ Trun~. Nu.:!. Sd. 
NS-17. no. t (1970) 252. 

2} L. "lIpad(lp(lulos, Nut:!. Inslr. und I\fclh. 41 (\%6) ~41. 
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SHORT HALF-LIFE l\lEASVREl\IENTS VSI;\IG A PAIR OF SEl\IICO~DlJCTOR DETECTOHS 

R. J. BISHOP 

School of Physics, Kingston Polytechnic, Kingston upon Thall/es, Surrey, Eng/al/d 

Received 2 October 1972 

A Ge(Li) detector and a surface barrier detector have been operaied in coincidence to measure the half-life of the 59.6 keY excilcu 
state of 237Np, yicluing a result of 70 ± 3 ns. 

1. Introduction 

As part of a programme involved with the experi
mental investigation of the timing performance of 
semiconductor detectors l

) it was decided to examine 
the possibility of using a Ge(Li) detector and a surface 
barrier detector in coincidence to determine short 
nuclear half-lives. Several papers2-S) have already 
appeared reporting the results of similar measurements 
but using a semiconductor detector in coincidence with 

. a scintillation counter. This article describes the re-mea
surement of the half-life of the 59.6 keY excited state of 
237Np. 

2. Measurement system 

A block diagram of the apparatus used for the mea
surements is shown in fig. 1. The 3 cm3 planar Ge(Li) 
gamma detector had a sensitive depth of 5 mm and 
was operated at 600 V; The alpha particles were 
detected with a 25 mm2 active area and O. I mm 
depletion depth surface barrier detector which was 
biased at 25 V and operated at room temperature. The 

Ge(Li) 

SOlJRCE 

SURFACE 
BARRIER 

timing output signals from the charge sensitive ampli
fiers had approximate rise times of 30 ns and 10 ns for 
the gamma and alpha channels respectively. Leading 
edge triggering was used with no compcl1s:ttion for rise 
time and amplitude dependent walk. Discriminator 
threshold levels were set just above the noise. Weis
berg's circuit6

) was uscd as the basis for the time-to
amplitude converter, the small range of the original 
converter being extended to about 600 ns by use of a 
60 m long delay line. To handle the longer pulse widths 
in the circuit larger dccoupling capacitors were used 
where appropriate and the integrator was modified to 
prevent overloading. The measured difTerential non
linearity of the modified converter was bettcr than 
±4% over most of its range. 

3. Calibration 

A simple electronic unit was constructcd using TTL 
integrated circuits enabling rapid calibration of the 
time scale of the time-to-amplitude converter. The 
principle of operation of the unit is similar to that used 

Fig. 1. Block diagram o~ the measurement system. 

9 
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RANDCM 
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y 
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STOP , 

dIu 12'.~-9 U 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the time·to·amplitude converter calibration unit. 

in the design of Baker et a!.'). Fig. 2 shows the sche
matic circuit diagram of the device. Pulses randomly 
distributed in time were obtained from the alpha 
detector and, after suitable amplification, shaped by 
the 74121 monostable before being applied to the 
74S00 coincidence gate. The monostable \vas set to 
produce pulses having a width approximately 20% less 
than the oscillator period. Oscillator pulses shaped by 
the two 74S00 gates were applied to the other input of 
the coincidence gate. The output from this gate provid-

- - -- - ed the start pulses. Stop pulses were obtained by scaling 
down the oscillator frequency by a factor of 100. Speed 
limitations in the discriminators associated with the 
time-to-amplitude converter forced the use of such a 
large scaling factor. The resulting calibration spectrum 
consists of up to 100 peaks (depending on the converter 
range) separated in time by the oscillator period. 

.. Oscillator frequencies in the range 13 ~tHz to 20 MHz 
have been used and gave results consistent to within 
better than ±0.5%. 

4. Results 

For the measurement of the half-life of the 59.6 keY 
level of 23 'Np the single channel analyser in the gamma 
channel was set to accept gammas in the energy i":".nge 

55 keY to 63 keY, whilst the analyzer in the alpha 
channel accepted alphas with energies above 5 MeV. 

An example of one of a set of delayed coincidence 
spectra obtained with this isotope is shown in fig. 3. 
The curve has been corrected for chance coincidences 
and the time calibration is 6.05 ± 0.06 ns per channel. 
The measured half-life is 70 ± 3 ns, in agreement with 
the latest accurate measurement3

). Also shown in fig. 3 
is the prompt curve obtained when analysing the 
84 keY excited state of 224Ra which has a half-life of 
0.75 ns8

). This gave the system resolution at these 
energies as 36 ns fwhm. The energy resolution capa
bility of the system at these energies was 0.8 keY and 
15 keY for the gamma and alpha channels respectively. 

The electronics used in these experiments was 
relatively unsophisticated but, nevertheless, the work 
showed the feasability of using a pair of semiconductor 
detectors, with their inherent excellent energy resolu
tion, for short half-life measurements. With the present 
system it appears possible to measure half-lives down 
to about 15 ns at gamma energies of 60 keV when 
using the slope method of analysis of the delayed 
coincidence curve. 

References 
1) R. J. Bishop, Nucl. Instr. and. Meth. 96 (1971) 331. 
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Fig. 3. Delayed coincidence time spectrum showing the half-life of the 59.6 keY excited state of 237Np. 
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DELAYED COINCIDEl~CE HEASUREHEJ~TS USING SEilICONDUCTOR DE.'TECTORS 

R.J.BISIIOP 

School of Physics, Kingston Polyt.echnic, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey, England 

The use of semiconductor detectors in del~yed coincidence measurements 

of short nuclear half-lives is,considered. ~heir use is illustrated by 

an accurate measurement of the half-life of the 86.5 keV excited state in 

233pa• A result of (37.7 ± 0.2) ns w~s obtained. The result of a 

measurement of the half-life of the 59.6 keV level in 237Np is also reported. 

The value obtained 'was (68.5 ± 0.4) ns. Both these results are in good 

agreement ~~th previous recent determinations. 

1. Introduction 

The excellent energy resolution and good timing characteristics of 

semiconductor detectors have recently led to their widespread use in 

coincidence experiments. To illustrate the application of these detectors 

to short nuclear half-life measurements, the measurement of the half-life 

of the 86.5 keV level in 233pa by the delayed coincidence technique is 

considered below. This level is fed partly by the 4. 787 ~leY (47%) alpha 
237 ' , 

branch from the decay of Up and partly by ge.!.ilm8. decay from higher energy 

levels in 233pa. The state de-excites by El tnmsitions of 86.5 keV and 

29.6 keV, both being appreCiably internally converted. 
" 1-4 

In previous determinations of the half-life of this level ) the 

depopulatin~ radiation w~s detected by scintillation counters but such 
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detectors suffer from a poor fntrinsic enerer resoiution. Thus, ,in those 

measurements where delayed coincidences where recorded bet\\'een the alpha 
'237 

particles from Np and the 86.5 keV gs.mma rays depopulating the 86.5 keV 

level i~ was impossible to solely select the 86.5 keV gamma r~ys, the 

Pa K X-rnys (~92 - 96 keV) from the internal conversion of high energy 
c( 

gamma rays being accepted also. The shape of tho resulting delayed 

coincidence spectI"'.llU "las then determined by more than one half-life. 

However, use of semiconductor detectors in such measurements, ",ith their 

superior energy resolution, automatically overcomes this problem. 

2. Experimental details 
. ~7 ' 

The Np source used ,was prepared from n solution in ~~ HN03 (Rndio-
. 

chemical Centre, Amersham). The solution was evaporated and burned in 

on a 1 mm thick stainless steel backing and produced a source with an 

activity of approximately 1 fCi. The part' of the energy spectrum of 

X and gamma rays emitted from the source relevant to this work is shown 

in fig. 1. This was taken with a 3 cm3 Ge{Li) detector. 

The previously described delayed coincidence system 5) was used 

for the measurements. The gamma rays were detected by a 3 CL1
3, 5·· mm 

sensitive depth planar Ge(Li) detector whilst a surface barrier detector 
. 2 having an E.ctive area of 25 m:n and 0.1 m;n depletion depth 'rlas used to 

detect the alpha particles. Calibration of the time scale of the time-

to-auplitude converter was carried out for each delayed coincidence • 

measurement using the electronic calibration unit described previously 5). 

The accuracy or calibration using this method was better than ± 1~. 
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3· 

The intrinsic time resolution of the system was determined by 
. .. 228 
recording ~oincidences between the 5.341 MeV alpha particles from Th 

and the 84.5 keV grufu~a rays emitted on de-excitation of the 81.5 keV 
. 224 

excited state in Ra. The half-life of this level has been previously 
"6 

measured to be 0 .. 75 ns ). After careful c.ptimisation of the system 

for the best time resolution the resulting prompt coincidence spectrum 

exhlbited a resolution (fwhm) of 8 ns and nn apparent system hnlf-life 

found from the late slope side of 3 ns. 

. " 
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3. Measurements and results 

The delayed coincidence time spectrum shown in fig. 2 (time calibration 

6.2l ± 0.03 ns per channel) was obtained with no energy restrictions 

imposed other than those set by the two discriminators in the fast channels. 

The alpha ch~~~el accepted energies· above about 100 keV and the gaoma 

channel energies above about 2O"keV. This spectrum exhibites prompt and 

delayed co~ponents, the half-life found from the delayed component being 

(37.7 ± 0.5) ns. For the spectrum of fig. 3 (tliae calibr~tion 6.27 ± 0.03 

. ns per channel) the single channel analyser in thQ gamma. channel waS set 

.on the 86.5 keV g~~a line only (fig. 1). As can be seen the prompt 

component of fig. 2 is' virtually nbsent and the exponential decay yields 

a half-life of (37.6 ± 0.3) ns. With the gemma channel single channel 

analyser set to accept energies corresponding to the r~ X-rays from Pa 

" and the analyser in the alpha channel accepting energies in the range 

3.4 MeV - 5.0 MeV the spectrum of fig. 4 resulted. For this measurement 

the biased amplifier associated with the time-to-amplitude converter was 

set to X5 expansion, giving a time calibration 0~1.24 ns per channel. 

The spectrua of fig. 4 yields a f\"hm of 6.2 ns and the late and early 

slopes correspond to half-lives of 3.1 ns and 0.8 ns respectively. These 

fi~es were sufficiently close to those obtained when analysing the 
224 84.5 keV excited state in Ra to suggest that the shape of this spectru~ 

was here determined by the measurement system. Thus these figures can 

also be taken to give the time resolution of the system for the radiation 

energies considered. 
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The results from fqur sets of measurements of delayed coincidences 
237 

between the alpha particles fr~m Np and the 86.5 keV gamma rays 
. 233 

depopulating the 86.5 keV excited state in Pa yielded a hnlf-life of 

(37.7 ± ~.2) ns for that level. All data was analysed by the method 

of least sql.!.tr3S after correcting for chance coincidences. The present 

measurement is in agreement with most of the earlier measurements as 

shown in table 1. 

A redeter.nination of the half-life of the 59.6 keV level in 2371~P 
has also been ma.de. Preliminary results from this have been previously 

reported 5). The results obtained from the analysis of four sets of 
, 

measurements was (68.5 ± 0.4) ns, in good agreement with previous recent 

results as snown in table 2. 

4. Conclusion 

Somiconductor detectors offer distinct advantages for short nuclear 

half-life measurements using the delayed coincidence technique. Using 

the slope method of analysis of the delayed coincidence spectrum half-lives 

as short as 5 ns should be measureable at energies similar to those considered 

here. 
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Table 1 
. 2TI 

SummaI'1 of the half-life deterlllinations of the 86.5 keV excited state in Pa. 

Technique T.l (ns) Reference 
a 

c{- e Scintillation 36.9 ± 0.4 1 
counters 

cI...;- y (86.5 keV), Scintillation 36.0 ± 0·5 2 
counters 

cl.- y (86.5 keV). Surface barrier- .37.4 ± 0.4 3 
NaI(Tl) 

c{- y (86.5 keV). Scintillation 35.7 ± 0'5 4 
counters 

c{- y (86.5 keV), Surface barrier-
. Ge(Ll), 

37.7 ± 0.2, present \-lork 

.,":", 

Table 2 

Su~ary of the recent half-life determinations of the 59.6 keV excited 

237 
state in IIp. 

Technique 

~-Y(59.6·keV). Surface barrier
NaI(Tl) 

d... -r (59.6 keV). Scintillation 
cotUlters 

0( -y (59.6 keV). Scintillation 
cotUlters 

~-Y(59.6 keV). Surface barrier
Ge(Ll) 

Reference 

3 

66.9 ± 1.0 7 

'68.3 ± 0.2 8 

68.5 ± 0.4 present work 
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FIGUR~ CAPTIONS 

~7 . . 
Fig. 1. Part of the Np X and gar:una ray energy spectru;n taken with a 

3 cm3 Ge(Li) detector. 

Fig. 2. Delayed coincidence time spectr~~ obtained with no energy restrictions 

(23711p source). 

Fig. 3. Delayed coincidence t~e spectrum showing the half-life of the 

86.5 keV excited state in 233pa• 

Fig. 4. Delayed coincidence time spectrum of the Pa K~ X rays measured 

in coincidence with 3.4 neV - 5.0 HcV alpha particles. 
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CALIBRATION (6.27 ± 0.03) ns PER CHANNEL 

T1 = (37.6 ± 0.3) ns 
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